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Summary

Last week, Chairman Genachowski challenged the industry to do "more" and act

"quickly" to reform the broken interearrier compensation and universal service

mechanisms. Sprint agrees wholeheartedly with the Chairman's directive. In order to

foster competition, benefit consumers, promote broadband to all Americans, implement

ICC rules which reflect cost-causation, and help cnsure the viability of the universal

service program, the Commission must adopt the following rcj~)rms:

• Eliminate all implicit subsidies fl'om intercarrier compensation rates, and reject
proposals to simply transfer existing subsidies to new "replacement" universal
service mechanisms or, even worse, to expand the existing Hawed access charge
regime to intraMTA or Section 251 (b)(5) traffic;

• Adopt default interconnection rules for the exchange of packetized voice traffic.
Default rules arc critical to counter the exereise of terminating access monopoly
power, and to accelerate the deployment of all-II' networks;

• Transition expeditiously to a bill-and-keep regime - a system which, unlike a
calling-party's-network-pays regime, helps to ensure economic effIciency
consistent with cost-causation principles; and

• Adopt pro-competitive USF reforms expeditiously, including phase-out of
existing high-cost subsidies. Any new universal service support
mechanisms must be carefully targeted, competitively neutral, and
explicit.

The Commission must resist calls to avoid or drag out (through excessive

transition periods, unwarranted "access replacement" mechanisms, or simple inaction)

diffIcult rule changes. The long-term health of the telecommunications industry and the

competitiveness of the telecommunications market demand rationalization of the 1CC and

USF mechanisms. The Commission has the legal authority and the record support to take

the long-overdue actions described above, and should do so expeditiously.
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REPLY COMMENTS OF
SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION

Sprint Ncxtcl Corporation ("Sprint") hereby respectfully submits its reply to comments

filed on April 18, 20 II, regarding proposals to reform the existing intcrcarricr compensation

("ICC") and universal service fLmd C'USF") mechanisms in a comprehensive fashion.

I. INTRODUCTION,

Last week, Chairman Oenachowski issued a challenge to industry regarding intercarrier

compensation and universal service fund reform: "We want to see more from stakeholders in this



program, and we want to see it quickly."i Sprint agrees wholeheartedly. The current ICC and

USF mechanisms are broken, are impeding competition, and are ineffective at fostering broad-

band deployment to all Americans. If the Commission is to attain the lofty goals reflected in the

National Broadband Plan while meeting the principles set forth in the instant Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking, it must take the following steps:

• Eliminate all implieit subsidies from interearrier compensation rates;

• Adopt default rules for the exchange of paeketized voice interconnection;

• Transition expeditiously to a bill-and-keep regime; and

• Adopt pro-competitive USF reforms expeditiously, including phase-out of exist
ing high-cost subsidies.

Sprint believes that the ICC and USF reform proposals it provided in its comments are

competitively neutral and will help the Commission achieve its goals here. We respond below to

the reform proposals offered by other parties, and address the Commission's authority to adopt

Sprint's proposals.

II. IT IS TIME, FINALLY, FOR THE COMMISSION TO ELIMINATE ALL
IMPLICIT SUBSIDIES FROM ICC RATES

LEC access charges are set well above cost, and even LECs do not claim otherwise. The

access revenues that LECs receive above their actual cost of call termination constitute implicit

subsidies that regulators built into the access rate regime three decades ago - before competition

emerged in the local market and before Congress directed that implicit subsidies should be

eliminated and any support be made explicit (see Hi'Rlv!'i 46).

Bill Myers, "Genachowski Demands 'More from Stakeholders' on USF, Intercarrier
Comp Reforms," Communicalions Daily, May 20, 2011, p. 1.



One example demonstrates just how bloated LEC rates for intercarrier compensation are.

In many areas today, CenturyLink charges $0.0007/minute to terminate a call subject to rccipro-

cal compensation. However, when it terminates an interstate call, CenturyLink charges an aver-

age estimated rate of $0.0065/minute - or a rate over nine times higher even though Cen-

tw:vLink's termination costs are identical. And, when CenturyLink terminates an intrastate call,

it charges an average estimated rate of $0.032/minute - oral'llte over 45 times higher thall its

reciprocal compellsatiolll'llte evell though CelltlllTLillk '.I' termillatioll costs are idelltical!

CenturyLink's profit margins on call termination are enormous:

Trame
Category

Reciprocal
Compcnsation

Acccss:

Interstate

Intrastate

Termination
Rate/MOU

$OJJ007

$0.0065

$0.0320

Profit
M

.,
argll1-

829%

4.471%

2

Industry wide, the size of these implicit subsidies - basically, wealth transfers betwecn

for-profit companies - range from $8 billion to $14 billion annually.' It is also important to

point out that with respect to wircless trame, thcse wealth transfer payments arc one-way··· that

is, LECs impose access charges on wirelcss tramc (and ultimatcly, thc wircless carrier's custom·

ers), but neither LECs nor lXCs arc required to pay access charges to wireless carriers for LEC·

originated traffic. These billions of dollars spent on bloatcd LEC access charges are in addition

The percentagcs listed assume the reciprocal compensation rate is cost·based as the Act
requires. However, as discussed later, since CenturyLink incurs no additional cost for call ter
mination, a profit margin is really incalculable.
3 See NPRM at ~ 496; National Broadband Plan at 142.

o
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to the billions more wireless customers pay in explicit universal service contributions (most of

which are distributed to LECs).

It is time, finally, for the Commission to end this discriminatory arrangement and to

eliminate all implicit subsidies contained in current LEC ICC rates. As demonstrated below,

these implicit subsidies are not lawful.

A. THERE Is No RECORD EVlDENCE To SUBSTANTIATE CLAIMS THAT LECs LISE

TilE PROCEEDS OF ACCESS OVERCHARGES FOR BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT

Most LECs urge the Commission to adopt "modest" ICC reform only,4 so they can retain

their above-cost aeccss charges and thereby continuc to receive implicit subsidies. Indeed, these

LETs want the FCC to go even further, and permit them to impose their bloated access charges

on providers of interconnected VolP services _. and thereby increase the amount of implicit sub-

sidies (or profits) they can receive.

The chief argumcnt that these LECs make is that they need continued abovc-cost acccss

charges (or a ncw revenue replacemcnt fund) to help pay for their broadband deployment 5 For

cxample, CenturyLink claims that continued ICC revenues are "critical to broadband deploy-

ment" and that "starving local network operators of access revenue ... would needlessly delay

broadband deployment"(, CenturyLink further asserts:

CenturyLink Comments at 52; and CcnturyLink Section XV Reply at 6.

5

4 See, e.g, CenturyLink Comments at 63.

See. e.g, Fronticr Comments at 2 ("Frontier is able to make such significant investment
in rural broadband thanks to ... payments from other carriers utilizing our infrastructure (i.e.,
ICC)."); Rural Associations (NECA el a/.) Comments at ] 3-] 4 ("Interstate and intrastate aeccss
charges ... enable the deployment and ongoing provision of both basic and advanced ser
vices."); Fairpoint Comments at 2 ("[l]nter-earrier compensation ("ICC") (and access charges in
particular) allow incumbent local exchange carriers ("ILECs") ... to upgrade their networks to
provide advanced telecommunications and information services.").
6

4



[I]f ICC rate reform is not accompanied with adequate recovery of lost ICC
revenue, it will prevent carriers from being able to make the investment nec
essary to build out broadband networks .... If the Commission took this
path, it would only be effectively creating an unfunded mandate for broadband
deployment. 7

Not surprisingly, CenturyLink ignores that carriers forccd to pay CenturyLink's above-cost ac-

cess rates are being denied resources that these carriers could use for expanding their own broad-

band deployment.

11 is important to point out that none of the LECs claiming they havc used implicit subsi-

dies for broadband deployment submitted in the record any evidence to document their claims.

Moreover, CenturyLink's claims appear to be incompatible with the facts. Based on publicly

available data for 2010, it appears that CenturyLink realized a total of $327 million in switched

access revenues,s while it paid dividends totaling $878 million.9 IfCenturyLink had not received

last year any access revenues (and assuming it made no other changes to its business), it would

have had to reduce its total dividend payments to "only" $551 million (which would have the

effect of reducing its dividend payout rank among S&P 500 companies Ii'om third to 32
11(1

).10 But

the important point is that Centurvl,ink 's complete loss o{switched access revenue would have

had 110 impact at all on its broadband deplovment.

CenturyLink Comments at 50.

S Derived from switched access line and access minute trends for 1999 to 2008 from the
FCC Statistics of Common Carriers report.
9 CenturyLink 2010, SEC 10K.
10 Also, in 2008 Century increased its annual dividends by tenfold (from $0.27 to
$2.90/share). Since then, Century has also gone on a buying spree, acquiring Embarq in 2009
($ 11.6 billion) and Qwest this past April ($22.3 billion), and recently announcing plans to ac
quire Savvis ($3.2 billion).

5



CenturyLink is not alone, as AT&T and Verizon also pay shareholders dividends at levels

far above the S&P average:

AT&T II

Verizon l2

CenturyLink IJ

S&P 500 Average

2010 Dividends
Paid

$9.9B

$5.4B

$0.9B

Dividend
Yield

6.1%

5.4%

6.6%

1.7%

Rank Among
S&P 500

31'<1

12

The dividends each of these companies pay are far greater than the total amount of switched ac-

cess revenue each of them receives.

Sprint wishes to make clear that these LIcCs did nothing improper in using their implicit

subsidies·- funded by Sprint and other carriers (many of which pay no dividends) - to increase

their dividend payout. In this regard, there is a material diil'erenee between "explicit" universal

service support and "implicit" support. The Act prohibits USF recipients from using explicit

subsidies for any purpose other than providing, maintaining, and upgrading facilities and services

_.__._--

II In December, AT&T's board of directors again inet'eased its quarterly stock dividend-
for the 27th consecutive year. See Press Release, AT&TAnnounces 2.4 Percenl Dividend In
crease, 300 Million Share Repurchase AUlhorizaliol1 (Dec. 17,2010), available al
bl1J2://Yi.ww,atJ,-'_Clll)/g,c.n!I2L'5_s-1:().Ql1J7J2i(t:'lJLlt~0&edv11=11eWs& 11c\vsarlie1elg",3.1A±1&lJlliI2-'Qde=fi th1Il".L~I.

Based on "the strength of our cash now," Verizon announced for the fourth consecutive
year an increase in its quarterly stock dividend. See Press Release, Verizol1 COl11l11unicalions
Raises Quarlerl)' Dividend 2. 6 Percenl 10 48. 75 Cenls per Share (Sept. 2, 2010), available al
http://www22.verizon.com/investor/newsatglance/news.htm?dlD=6112&dDocName=NEWS 10
7~Qc_l\<:":i)1e gory~Ne-"is.

13 CenturyLink has increased its annual dividend substantially in recent years while concur-
rently claiming it needs access revenues for broadband deployment. The annual dividend rate
for the years 2005-2010 were $0.25, $0.26, $2.1675, $2.80, $2.90 respectively. See. e.g., Press
Release, CenluryLink Declares Quarterly Cash Dividend )Jan. 24, 2001), available at
http://ir.centurylink.co[11/phoenix.zhtml?c=112635&p=i1'Ol
ne'Nshrticle....p.rint&lD=15J.2Js6&highlight=.

6



for which universal serviee support is intended. 14 In contrast, no such restrictions are imposed

on the use of implicit subsidy revenues generated from above-cost access charges. LECs are

thus free to use their inflated access revenues:

• To underwrite the provision of broadband services in areas where they
face broadband competition from unsupported broadband carriers (thereby
gaining an unfair competitive advantage); or

• For any other purpose they choose, including acquiring additional compa
nies, repurchasing their own stock, or paying hefty dividends to shareown
ers,l)

While companies are ETe to establish dividend policies and repurchase stoek as they see fit and

to use their implicit subsidies for this private purpose, the fact remains that a dollar paid to a

shareholder or used to repurchase stock is a dollar the company has determined it does not need

for operating its business and a dollar it has chosen not to invest in its network.

In summary, the Commission should dismiss claims by any of the three largest incumbent

LECs, and be very skeptical about claims by other LECs, that high access rates arc needed for, or

are used in, support of universal service or broadband deployment (as opposed to private pur-

poses).

See 47 U.S.c. § 254(e) ("A carrier that receives such [explicit] support shall use that sup
port only for the provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and services for which sup
port is intended.").

15 The boards of directors of CenturyLink, AT&T and Verizon have each approved stock
repurchase plans. Between February 2004 - August 2007, CenturyLink repurchased over $2.5
billion of stock. In December 2010, AT&T's board authorized a repurchase of up to 300 million
shares of stoek, which equates to approximately $9 billion at $30 per share. In January 20 II,
Verizon's board authorized a repurchase of up to 100 million shares of stock, which equates to
approximately $3.5 billion at $35 per share.

7
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B. Wrm THE PASSAGE OF 15 YEARS, THE FCC No LONGER HAS THE DISCRETION

TO CONTINUE IMI'L1CIT SUBSIDIES

In the end, the LEC assertion they need continued aceess to implicit subsidies for broad-

band deployment (even if the claim were faetually accurate) is not relevant to the question before

the Commission. This is because broadband deployment has nothing to do with a LEC's "right"

to continue to reeeive (much less, expand) implicit subsidies generated from above-eost access

charges. Instead, the issue for the Commission is whether support for broadband deployment

must be made with explicit subsidies only, or whether the FCC can also authorize continued use

of implicit subsidies in ICC rates.

"Congress in the 1996 Act directed this Commission ... to eliminate implicit subsidies

in access charges,,16 Courts have similarly held that the "plain language" of the Act does "not

permit the FCC to maintain any implicit subsidies for universal service support": 17

[W]e held that the access charges constituted an implicit subsidy in violation
of the clear congressional directive that support for universal service be ex
plicit. ... [lit [is] clear that the FCC cannot maintain any implicit subsidies
whether on a permissive or mandatory basis. IS

Specifically, Congress in § 254(e) of the Act directed that "[a]ny such support should be explicil"

(italics added).I'!

Unified Intercarrier Compensation NPRM, 16 FCC Red 96 I0,9623 ('132) (2001). Sce
also NPRM at'l 222 ("[T]hc Telecommunications Act of 1996 directed the Commission to make
universal service support explicit, rather than implicitly included in interstate access rates").

17 Texas Office ofPublic Utility Counsel v. FCC, 183 F.3d 393, 425 (5111 Cir. 1999) (italics
in original).

18 Comcast v. FCC, 250 F.3d 931, 939 (5111 Cir. 2001). See alsoAlenco v. FCC, 201 F.3d
608 (5111 Cir. 1999).

19 See also H.R. CONE. REP. No. 104-458, at 123 (1996) ("In keeping with the conferees'
intent that all universal service support should be clearly identifled, this subsection states that
such support should be made explicit.") (emphasis added).

8



In enacting the § 25 I(g) grandfather provision, Congress may not have required the FCC

to remove immediately implicit subsidies contained in ICC rates,20 but Congress did make clear

this exception to cost-based ICC rates was to be for an "interim" period only,21 As the Commis-

sion stated in the NPRM with regard to this statutory exception to cost-based ICC rates:

Section 251 (g) singles out access traffic for special treatment and temporarilF
grandfathers the pre-1996 rules applicable to such traffic, including rules gov
erning "receipt of compensation" ('i 514) (emphasis added),

The Commission has noted that as a maller of public policy, hiddcn subsidies in ICC

rates are "not consistent with theLi principles" of transparency, non-discrimination and competi-

tive neutrality22 Sprint submits, howcver, that as a matter of law, the Commission no longer has

the discretion to continue authorizing implicit subsidies in access rates, Congress instructed the

FCC long ago to eliminate implicit subsidies and to authorize only "explicit" universal service

support. Regardless of what Congress meant by giving the FCC an "interim" period to eliminate

implicit subsidies fl'om ICC rates, no one ean credibly claim that this "interim"-- or in the FCC's

words, "temporary" -- period still exists now that over] 5 years have elapsed.

III. THE FCC SHOULD NOT PERMiT AT&T AND VERiZON TO DICTATE
UNILATERALLY THE PACE AND FORM OF PACKETIZED VOICE iN
TERCONNECTION

Competition in voice services cannot occur unless competing voice networks intercon-

neet with each other. The Commission noted that "interconnection for circuit-switched voice

traffic is governed by section 25] of the Act" r,r 679]. To be clear, interconnection under section

251 of the Act for the exchange of voice traffic is technology neutral. As defined by the Com-

20

21

See NASUCA v. FCC, 372 F.3d 454, 459 (D,C. Cir. 2004),

See H,R, CONI', REP. No, ] 04-458, at 123 (Jan. 3], 1996).
22 Modif}'ing the Commission's Process to Avert Harm to US. Competition, 20 FCC Red
]4096, 14]02 (~ 13) (2005),

9



mission's current rules, "Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the mutual exchange

oftraffic.,,23 Although there has not historically been IP-specific interconnection rules, the ques-

tion has now been raised whether any rules are needed when two 11' network operators use an II'

(vs. TDM) interface to exehange packetized voiee traffic.

The nation's two largest telecom carriers, AT&T and Verizon, eontend that "rules regard-

ing interconnection and interprovider compensation for Vol I' services are unnecessary,,:24

The Commission should facilitate the transition to II' networks but should not
impose rules fiJI' 11'-to-I1' intereonnection. 25

Rather, these carriers assert that "any such problems can, and should, be addressed through tar-

d ,,76gete ex post measures.-

This position is perhaps understandable. Alier all, any for-profit firm would love to op-

erate in a market that is completely unregulated while possessing such market power that it could

determine unilaterally the prices, terms and conditions its competitors must pay/use in order to

obtain an essential input to their services (here, call termination). The question for the Commis-

sion, though, is whether such an unregulated environment would promote the public interest.

Congress, in Section I of the Act, charged the Commission with providing to "all the

people of the United States, without discrimination ... , Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and

radio eommunication serviee with adequate faeilities at reasonable charges" (italics added).

Congress has been even more specific relative to broadband voice and other advanced services:

23

24

25

26

47 C.F.R § 51.5.

AT&T Comments at 25.

Verizon Comments at 16.

AT&T Comments at 25.

10



The Commission ... shall encourage the deployment on a reasonable and
timely basis of advanced telecommunications capabilities to all Amerieans27

Sprint demonstrates below that AT&T's and Verizon's arguments ..... that they should be

free of all government regulation pertaining to their interconnection with competing II' networks

for the exchange ofpaeketized voice traffic -·laek merit. In fact, the onlv beneficiaries of the

unregulated environment AT&T and Verizon seek would be their shareholders.

A. AT&T Is MISTAKEN, BECAUSE IT ANI) OTHER LECs WILL STILL RETAIN TllIclR

TERMINATING ACCESS MONOPOLY OVER VOICE TRAFFIC IN AN ALL-II' WORLD

AT&T asserts that "no Internet service provider has a 'terminating access monopoly' to

'8its end users.""' This is because, AT&T says, indirect interconnection acts as "a powerful eom-

petitive check" on a terminating broadband Internet provider:

[I]ndirect interconnection provides many competitive options that disciWine
the priee that market participants can charge for direct interconnection."9

Howcvcr, the Commission has already rejected this argumcnt, in holding that wireline broadband

Internet access providers like AT&T' have "the ability to act as gatekeepers" -- "also known as a

'terminating monopolist. ",.JO

Regardless of whether such broadband providers possess a terminating access monopoly

relative to non-voice Internet trafflc, AT&T and other LECs unqucstionably possess such a mo-

nopoly in connection with terminating voice trafflc. As Sprint explained in its comments, "be-

cause every telephone number is tied to only one service provider, an originating II' network can

27

28

29

30

47 U.S.c. § I302(a).

AT&T Comments at 19.

Id. at 22 and 23.

See Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Red 17905, 1791 9 (~ 24 and n.66) (20 10).

II



31

32

complete its customers' call attempts only by sending its trafile to the network serving the dialed

number":

In other words, the "terminating access monopoly problem" that the Commis
sion has recognized in the context of PSTN traffic does not disappear simply
because network operators begin exchanging voice trafilc using II' rather than
TOM technologies. And, with this monopoly, terminating carriers (and in
cumbent LECs in particular) have both the incentive and ability to impose un-

bl d
· . .. . 11reasona C tcrms as a precon 1t10n to support1l1g 1I1tcrconneclIon:

·rhus, whether an II' network operator connects to AT&T's II' network directly or indirectly is

irrelevant, becausc in either case all traf'nc destincd to AT&T's voicc customcrs must still ahrays

bc scnt to AT&T's II' nctwork fill' completion. Whether it uscs TDM, II' or a futurc protocol,

AT&·r thus controls a bottleneck monopoly over the facilities it uses to terminatc calls originat-

ing on other networks.

Knowledgeable cxpcrts share Sprint's views on the terminating monopoly retained by

those terminating voice calls. For example, a eonsultant retained by the European Commission

recently advised the Commission that the use of II' nctworks will "not remove the termination

monopoly in the voice service," explaining:

In circuit-based legacy networks, an operator completely controls thc acccss
to the trafilc that is destined to its subscribers, enabling it to charge excessivc
pricing (absent regulation) for terminating traffic because the ealling user can
only choose between not making the call or pay whatever charge the tcrminat
ing network sets for termination. As pointed out by [the European Regulators
Group], it is very likely that this problem remains after the transition to NGNs
[Next Gencration Networks] because to our knowledge, there is no foresee
able mechanism that would enable more than one telephone service provider
to terminate voice calls on a single telephone number32

Sprint Comments at 19.

TERA Consultants, Siudy onlhe Fulure ofInlerconneclion Charging Melhods, 2009-70
MR-EC, at 10 and 73-74 (Nov. 23,2010) ("TERA White Paper"), available al
http://ec.europa.eu/information societyLpolicv/ecomm/doc/librarv/ext studies/2009 70 mr firm.!
_stl&Y-J:92QcLL.lQJ 12.~"pJ!f See also id. at 69 ("IIowever, the termination monopoly for the

Foot/1ote conlimfed on next page

12



Earlier, a different consultant made the same point to the European Commission. The

consultant noted that the claim AT&T makes here - "the migration to II' will solve the call ter-

mination problem, thanks to jp's inherent capabilities to route traffic ovcr multiple paths" - is

"simply incorrect":

As long as a call to a single telephone numbcr must be served by a single op
erator, the termination monopoly is likely to persist. The bottleneck resource
is at the level of the telephone number, not at the level of the IP packet - re
routing at the IP level has no more effect than re-routing at the circuit level.
The termination monopoly persists 3

]

The consultant advised the Commission that because of this termination monopoly, "some level

of regulatory intervention is required":

'fhe migration of voice communication services f1'om a circuit-switched basis
to a packet-switched basis will change the character of market power; how
ever, our judgment is that market power in rcgard to interconnection will still
be an issue that regulators need to address34

The important point is that all wireline service providers will continue to possess a tenni-

nating monopoly, regardless of the technology they use in call termination and regardless of the

technology they use for interconnection. This terminating monopoly gives these providcrs the

incentive and ability to leverage their market power over the interconnection of packetized voice

traffic if that market power is not controlled by appropriate regulation. Conscquently, some rules

voice service based on the telephone number will remain present in a multi-service NGN [Next
Generation Network].").
33 WIK-Consult, The Future of'!P Interconnection: Technical, Economic and Public Policy
Aspects, at 7 (Jan. 29, 2008) ("WIK White Paper"), available at
htlj) :11ec.euroRa.eulin[Qunat iOIl5Q.,,-~iRODcyleCO))l 1111docll ibrarylext stud ies/futu re _..illjll!.?rcoll!i.1LiIlter
gQ'L>!llm'.Ji IlaLRQf.
34 lei. at 15 and 75.
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will be needed to minimize the ability of broadband wireline voice providers to exercise their

terminating monopoly35

B. BECAUSE OF THEIR ENORMOUS SIZE, AT&T AND VERIZON POSSESS SIGNIFICANT

MARKET POWER THAT TIlEY HAVE ALREADY EXERCISED TO DELA Y THE AVAIL

ABILITY OF PACKETIZED VOICE INTERCONNECTION

Through a series of corporate takeovers, AT&T and Verizon have become huge firms.

They serve more consumers than all other competitors combined. AT&T's and Verizon's sheer

size gives each of them enormous market power relative to thcir compctitors. As onc ncutral ob-

server has stated, "[w]here network effects are present, a special form of market power can comc

into play in connection with interconnection":

If, however, onc market player has a sufficiently large share of network cus
tomers, both in terms of the overall market and also relative to its next largest
competitor, then that large player may be motivated to implement less than
optimal interconnection. The large player derives market power ii'om its con
trol over access to customers. Perfect interconnection would interfere with its
ability to exploit its interconnection36

This observer asks, "might [large firms] be motivated to exploit their market power in anticom-

petitive ways, and if so, how? In the absence of regulation, would these operators refuse to in-

terconnect with their most capable competitors') Might they block access to certain destinations?

Might they relegate competitors to best-efforts service, keeping superior QoS as a competitive

advantage for their own affiliated offerings,)"37

WIK White Paper at 46.

ld at 91.

35 Technically, wireless carriers also possess a monopoly over call termination, but they
have never exercised this power (e.g., they exchange all traffic with each other on a bill-and-keep
basis). Moreover, in prohibiting wireless carriers from filing tariffs, the FCC has effectively pre
eluded wireless carriers from attempting to exercise their market power in exchanging traffic
with wireline carriers.
36

37
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AT&T and Verizon nonetheless assert that new rules governing packetized voice inter-

connection are "unnecessary" and would be "suboptimal.,,38 They claim that the Commission

need not worry about attempts to exploit their market power because they have "every incentive

to reach commercially reasonable agreements with other network operators. ,,]9 Verizon goes so

far as to assert that there are today "many examples of different networks interconnecting on

commercially negotiated terms in the absence ... of any regulatory mandate to negotiate or in-

. I f" I ,,40terconnect III t lelrst p acc.

Thcse claims arc not crediblc. AT&T and Verizon both offcr retail packctized voice ser-

vices and have in their corporate business portfolios significant II' networks and assets providing

them with the ability to interconnect their packetized voice traffic via l!'. One would ordinarily

expect them to solicit interconnection agreements with other paeketized voice providers so as to

lower their cost of service and enable their customers to enjoy a packetized voice service that

does more than "merely mimic the circuit-switched offerings of the past" (NPRM'i 611). Yet.

AT&T has not publicly announced having entered into a paeketized voicc interconnection

agreement with anyone, while Verizon has identified only one such agrcement with a small Vol!'

provider41 Both firms have been reluctant to establish ll'-intereonneetion with Sprint for the ex-

change of voice traffic, and Sprint has the impression that other packetized voice providers are

encountering the same problem with AT&T and Verizon.

38

39

40

AT&T Comments at 25; Verizon Comments at 16.

AT&T Comments at 19.

Verizon Comments at 8.
41 See Verizon Comments at 12 n.17. Sprint assumes this arrangement with Band
width.eom involves exchange of Vol I' traffic using an II' interconnection (versus TOM intercon
nection) and is not simply a VoIP compensation agreement.
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Thus, despite their current possession of necessary technical capabilities and despite their

assertion they have "every incentive" to negotiate packetized voice interconnection agreements

with their competitors, they have not done so to date - even though such interconnection would

provide enormous benefits to American consumers generally and to their own customers in par

ticular. AT&T and Verizon have already delayed the availability of packetized voice intercon

nection. And, they now want the FCC to adopt a "no rules" regime whereby they alone will de

termine whether to interconnect via II' with their competitors for the exchange of packetized

voice traffic; when; and under what terms and conditions.

AT&T's comments also give competitors a glimpse of the type of packetized voice inter

connection AT&T plans to offer once it finally decides to offer such interconnection. According

to AT&T, it will offcr "settlcments frce" interconnection when AT& T dctermines that such an

arrangement is "mutually beneficial to both nctworks·,42 With smaller compctitors (basically,

everyonc but perhaps Vcrizon), AT&T says that it will instead "cnter into a paid pcering ar

rangement" whereby the smaller provider "makes payments to" AT&T for enjoying the bcnefits

of this AT&T intcrconneetion (at rates that apparently will be determined by AT&T itself with

out any regulatory oversight).4} In other words, AT&T wants the Commission to condone the

very asymmetrical compensation arrangements that existed before the 1996 Act, where incum

bent LECs "imposed arrangements that provide little or no compensation for calls terminated on

wireless networks, and in some cases imposed charges for traffic originated on CMRS providers'

networks. ,,44

42

43

44

AT&T Comments at 18.

See id.

Local Cwnpetitiol'l Order, 11 FCC Red 15499, 16044 (,; 1094) (1996).
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The "no rules" position that AT&T and Verizon espouse today is the same position they

advocated 15 years ago, when they argued that rules implementing Section 251 of the 1996 Act

were unnecessary. T'he Commission rejected this argument, noting that negotiations with in-

cumbent LECs are "not analogous to traditional commercial negotiations in which each party

owns or controls something the other party desires":

[1]neumbent LECs have strong incentives to resist such [interconnection] oh
ligations. The inequality of bargaining power between incumhents and new
entrantsmilitates in favor of rules that have the effect of equalizing bargaining
pOloVcr.'b

The Commission further noted that targeted national rules would "expedite negotiations and arbi-

trations by narrowing the potential range of dispute where appropriate to do so, offer uniform

interpretations of the law that might not otherwise emerge until after years oflitigation, remedy

significant imbalances in bargaining power, and establish the minimum requirements necessary

to implement the nationwide competition that Congress sought to establish,,46

Sprint submits that the Commission should reject AT&T's and Verizon's "no rules" posi-

tion for the same reasons it rejected this argument in 1996.

C. A TARGETED SET OF HIGII-LEVEL DEFAULT RULES FOR TilE EXCHANGE OF

PACK~:TlZEDVOICE TRAFFIC SHOULD BE EFFECTIVE IN LIMITING THE ABILITY

OF TERMINATING VOICE PROVIDERS TO EXPLOIT THEIR MARKET POWER

Below are a proposed set of targeted, high-level rules that the Commission should adopt

expeditiously to promote the deployment of all-II' networks, to accelerate the date when 11' net-

45

46

lei at 15528 ('155).

lei at 15520 ('141).
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works begin exchanging packetized voice traffic, and to minimize the ability of any terminating

voice provider to exploit its market power. 47

It is important to emphasize at thc outset that Sprint's proposed packetized voicc inter-

connection rules would be default rules only. All II' network operators should be free, if not en-

couraged, to adopt additional or different terms if such arrangements would better meet their re-

spective needs. Default rules would, however, greatly expedite packetized voice interconnection

negotiations by removing what traditionally have been the most contentious subjects involved

with interconnection negotiations _.. and subjects that experience has shown are the areas where

terminating carriers have often sought to exploit their market power.

A. Any firm (including its affiliates) that provides packetized voice services to retail cus-

tomers shoul,L upon request. be required to negotiate in good faith a paeketized voice intereon-

nection agreement. Today, the use of an IP interface to exchange packetized voice traffic is lim-

ited. IP interconnection j~ll' the cxchange of voice traffic will not be promoted so long as voice

providers, and incumbent LECs in particular, retain the flexibility to refuse even to discuss such

interconnection. Accordingly, the Commission should promptly make clear that if a firm (in-

cluding any of its affiliates) provides packetized voice service to retail customers, it must, upon

receipt of a bonafide request for II' interconnection, negotiate in good faith with other IP net-

work operators to interconnect directly.48 This right to direct II' interconnection should also in-

47

18-28.
Sprint discussed some of these proposed rules in its comments. See Sprint Comments at

48 As Sprint has previously explained, "in order to make actual interconnection more effi
cient, the Commission should require carriers that have II'/IP connectivity capability to use that
capability, when requested, beginning in 201 I. This will allow money that would have been
spent on TDM/IP conversion equipment to be better spent on new IP equipment and bettcr utilize
the broadband connections that arc being built to meet the goal of national broadband availability

FOO{J1OIC conrinlfed on I1('X( page
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49

elude the right to deliver packetized voice traffie originated by other providers (that do not have

their own direct II' interconnection agrecments). The Commission should further adopt a dispute

resolution proeess so disagreements between two parties ean be resolved expeditiously.

B. The FCC should require all providers. no later than January 1.2016. to accept II' in-

terconnection to exchange packetized voiee traffic. In other transitions to new technology (e.g.,

cellular analog to digital. broadcast TV analog to digital), the Commission has set a specific date

by which the conversion must be completed. A similar specific dcadline will be required for the

conversion li'om TDM to II' at the point of interconnection. Establishing such a deadline is es-

pecially important because some LECs have alrcady announced their intention to delay the avail-

ability oflp interconnection (by offering TDM interconnection only) in an attempt to retain their

continued rcceipt of per-minute ICC revenue ... even though the use of an II' interconnection

should dramatically reduce their own transport costS. 49

Sprint had previously proposed a deadline of January 1,2016, when all voice service

providcrs must bcgin exchanging packetized voice traffic and assume any Ip/TDM conversion

costs (to thc extent they still provide TDM-based service to some retail customers)50 This date

wOldd serve only as the deadline to achieve universal Ip-to·lp interconncction for the exchange

of packetized voice traffic. Under the rule proposed above, a carrier wishing to bcgin obtaining

and connectivity." Sprint NBp Public Notice #25 Comments, ON Docket No. 09-51, at 15-16
(Dec. 22, 2009).

See, e.g., Kansas Corporation Commission Comments at 37 ("Most of Kansas' ILECs
already have the capability to terminate either TDM (circuit-switched) or IP traffic, but because
of the certainty associated with access charges, these carriers elect to terminate traffic as
TDM.").
so

2009).
See Sprint NBP Public Notice #25 Comments, ON Docket No. 09-51, at 16 (Dec. 22,
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IP interconnection need not wait until 20 I6, as it could request IP interconnection and begin ex

changing packetized voice traffic on an expedited basis with any other IP network operator that

provides (or through an affiliate provides) packetized voice services to its customers.

C. The Commission should confirm that everv packetized voice provider has the ri ght to

interconnect indirectly with the terminating packetized voice provider. As AT&T has eorrectly

observed, today "the default method of intcrconnection on the Internet is indirect interconnee

tion,,5! Consistent with Section 25] (a)( I) of the Act, packetized voice providers should have a

right to interconnect directly or indirectly with a terminating packetized voice provider. Spccifi

cally, no terminating provider should be allowed to require a compctitor to connect directly with

its IP network (including asymmetrical "paid peering" arrangcments) at centralized POls, when

the competitor determines that indirect interconnection via another IP network provider's con

nection would be more efficient. Likewise, the Commission should not pcrmit a terminating

voicc scrvice provider to underminc the value of indirect IP-to-IP interconnection by, for exam

ple, blocking a competitor's packetized voice traffic until it negotiates an interconnection agree

ment acceptable to the terminating provider. ]nterconnection agreements arc unnecessary when

two networks interconnect indirectly and when traffic is exchanged on a settlements-free basis.

D. The Commission should rule that abscnt agreement bctween two parties. packetized

voice traffic will bc exchanged on a settlement-free basis. Sprint has previously demonstrated

that it is doubtJi.tl IP network operators incur any additional costs in transporting and tcrminating

packetized voice traffic, and that even if they do, policy considerations overwhelmingly dictate

51 AT&T Comments at ]7 (italics in original).
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53

52

that per-minute charges for the exchange of paeketized voice traffic should be prohibited. 52 As

one AT&T Vice President noted recently, "[i]fregulators were to take away the regulated inter-

carrier compensation meter and require providers to recover costs from their own customers (po-

tentially including willing wholesale customers as in the broader II' transit market) or, when ap-

propriate, from explicit subsidy mechanisms, the industry would be free to move to more ra-

tional, more competitive, and less confusing for consumers, business practices":

It would be a world without regulated rates for arbitrary "serviccs." In such a
world, "long distance" would increasingly be a wholesale service purchased
by local access providers in order to connect their customers to evcryone else.
"Local interconnection" wOldd fade away as carriers interconnected at higher
capacities and at fewer locations. And rate-driven arbitrage, like traffic pump
ing, would cease. The single biggest obstacle to getting tbere is the continued
existence of regulated rates j~)J' intercarrier compensation. 53

The Commission should therefore declare that, absent the parties agreeing to other terms,

packetized voice traffic will be exchanged on a settlements-free basis. It should further clarify

that each provider shall be responsible for any transport and termination costs on its side of the

II' point of interconnection. A default settlements-free environment will ensure that all II' net-

work operators are incented to route packetized voicc traffic in the most efficient manner.

One neutral observer has noted that the "elimination of call termination fccs is simple, it

minimizes economic distortions, and it involves the fewest impediments to the evolution over

time of interconnection arrangements as networks evolve to an II' basis,,54 The rule Sprint envi-

sions would not preclude use of different compensation arrangements under appropriate circum-

See Sprint Comments at 21 and Appendix B at B.1-B.5.

AT&T Public Policy Blog, Hank Hultquist, AT&T Vice President, Uns(!fe al Any Rale
(Nov. 24, 2010), available al httpj/attpublicl2-0IieJ!.,..9_Q!11/govert1ment-policy/unsafe-at-any-rate/.
54 WIK White Paper at 142.
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55

stances (e.g., an agreement to use a quality of service bettcr than that specified in industry stan-

dards).

E. The Commission should adopt a default set of competitively neutral POI location

rules. The Commission has observed that "issues related to the location of the POI and the allo-

cation of transport costs are somc of the most contentious issues in interconnection proceed-

ings."" Sprint has already explained that the pals needed f(lr the efficient exchange of pack-

etized voice trafJlc will be radically different than the LATA-based POl rules developed for

TDM interconnection. 56 Sprint has therefore encouraged the Commission to refer this subject to

the Technological Advisory Committee so the Commission can act with the benefIt ofTAC's

recommendations. Sprint again encourages the Commission to makc this rcferral expeditiously,

so this important work can begin. And again, it is important to emphasize that pal designations

would be default rules only, so that two IP network operators could always agree to exchange

their packetized voice trafJlc at different locations.

F. The Commission should confirm that packetized voice interconnection negotiations

and obligations will include all afJlliates of the terminating voice providcr. There are many le-

gitimate reasons why a fInn may provide serviees using separate subsidiaries and other affIliates.

But there is no legitimate reason to permit a terminating voice provider to require its competitors

to negotiate separately with each affIliate, to send separately voice traffIc to each affIliate, or to

allow any affIliatc with packet voicc capabilities to avoid IP intcrconnection obligations - espe-

eially when the effect of such aetions would be to increase the costs incurred by the competitor

See Intercarrier Compensation Further NPRM, 20 FCC Red 4685, 4724-28 ('i 91)
(2005).
56 See Sprint Comments at 22-25.
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or deny IP-to-IP interconnection benefits or obligations. In other words, packetized voice traffic

that is exchanged at a centralized IP POI should include all traffic to affiliates.

D. THE COMMISSION POSSESSES AMPLE AUTHORITY TO ADOPT THE RULES THAT

SPRINT PROPOSES

The Commission possesses ample authority to adopt Sprint's proposed IP-to-IP intercon-

nection rules, whether packetized voice traffic is classified as an information service or a tele-

communications service. Of course, Title II gives the Commission explicit authority to adopt

such rules as applied to telecommunications services. But as Sprint demonstrates in Appendix

D, the Commission also possesses ample authority under its Title I, ancillary jurisdiction to adopt

rules for the exchange of packetized voice traffic.

* * *

57

It has been said that "those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it."'?

The federal government has pursued three antitrust actions against the Bell System over the past

century - two of which involved its interconnection practices relative to its competitors:,8

• The provision of local telephone service became an intensely competitive
industry after the original Bell patents began to expire in 1893, and by
1904 "independent" teIcos served more customers than the Bell compa
nies. AT&T's profits plummeted following this competition, and in re
sponse, AT&T both refused to interconnect with its competitors and began
to acquire them. The Department of Justice ("DoJ") filed its first monopo
lization lawsuit, and AT&T settled the case in what is known as the 1913
Kingsbury Commitment. This Commitment required AT&T's long dis
tance company to interconnect with competitors and precluded AT&T

This quote has been attributed to George Santayana, 7I1e Life ofReason, Vol. 1: Reasons
in Common Sense (1095) (see http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/History).
58 The third antitrust case, filed in 1949 and resulting in a 1956 Consent Decree, principally
involved the Bell System's monopolization of the telecom equipment market. See United States
v.AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 135-38 (D.D.C. 1982).



59

60

61

from acquiring additional competitors without first securing government
approval59

Unfortunately, this Commitment had the effect of quickly re
monopolizing the market. Regulators permitted AT&T to acquire com
petitive systems so long as it sold an equal number of exchangcs to its
competitors. As a former Common Carrier Bureau Chief wrote, 'This
provision allowed Bell and the independents to exchange telephones in or
der to give each other geographical monopolies. As long as only one
company served in a given geographical area there was little reason to ex-

. . . I I ,,60pect pnce competitIon to ta ,e pace.

• Competition in the long distance market began to emerge in thc 1970s.
Initially, AT&T refused altogcthcr to permit its competitors to intercon
nect with its Bell operating companies. After thc FCC ordered intcrcon
nection, AT&T then refused to provide equal access, thereby requiring
MCI and Sprint customers to dial extra digits to make toll calls. DoJ filed
its third monopolization lawsuit and in 1982, after the antitrust court de
nied its motion to dismiss. AT&T entered into a Conscnt Decrce with Do.!.
Under this Decrce, Ar&T was rcquircd to divest its ownership in the
RBOCs, the RBOCs wcre required to provide "equal access," and they
were precluded from providing any "interLATA" serviees."1

AT&'r and Verizon, effectivcly the "new" Bell System,62 basically want the Commission

to return to the regime that applied to the Bell System bcforc 1913. Specifically, they want the

Commission to approve a regime whereby they can determine unilaterally whether and how to

intcreonnect with competing voice providers via an IP interconnection - and if they decide to

permit any interconnection, set unilaterally the prices, terms and conditions of such interconnec-

tion. They say that IP interconnection rules for the exchange of packetizcd voice traHic are un-

See generally Adam Thierer, Unnatural MonopoZv: Critical Moments in the Development
oj"the Bell System Monopoly, 'n-IE CATO JOURNAL, Vol. 14, No.2 (Fall 1994), available at
)l1112:llwwlY.cato.Qrg!j2llQ.sli0 ulllallc j141J2L<;jJ 411:?_~_Q,p.9J

Gerald Brock, The Telecommunications Jnduslly: The Dynamics oj"Market Structure, at
156 (1981).

""ee generally United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982).

62 The new Bell System also includes MCI (the old Bell System's largest competitor) and
McCaw, which had been the largest wireless carrier until SBC (now, AT&T) acquired it.
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necessary because any problems that might arise can always be addressed after the fact - "ex

post.,,63

Congress has specified that the Commission "shall encourage" the deployment of broad-

band services on a "timely basis ... to all Americans.,,64 Delegating to AT&T and Verizon the

authority to determine when their competitors can interconnect with thcm via II' (if ever) for the

exchange of packetized voice traffic would not promote deployment of advanced broadband net-

works and will not make advanced broadband voice services available on a "timely basis ... to

all Americans" Besides, as Chairman Genaehowski advised Congress earlier this month, the

"no rules" environment that AT&T and Vcrizon seek is "not a practical solution":

[A]ntitrusl enforcement is expensive to pursue, takes a long time, and kicks in
only after the damage is donc 6S

Sprint urges the Commission to reject AT&T's and Verizon's "no rules" position and to

adopt the handfiJI of targeted, high-leveL packetized voice interconnection rules that Sprint has

proposed.

IV. THE CPNP REGIMES FAVORED BY MOST LECS ARE INCOMPATIBLE
WITH LONG-STANDING COST-CAUSATION PRINCIPLES

Most LECs submitting comments opposc use of bill-and-keep and instead propose to re-

tain in a post-reform world a per-minute-based, calling-party's-network-pays CCPNP") f~ml1 of

intercarrier compensation. CPNP regimes, the Commission has observed, are based on the prem-

ise that "the originating caller receives all the benefits of a call and should, therefore, bear the

63

64
See. e.g., AT&T Comments at 25.

47 U.S.C. § I302(a).
65 Written Statement of Chairman Genachowski, Hearing on "Ensuring Competition on the
Internet: Network Neutrality and Antitrust Law," before the House Subcommittee on Intellectual
Property, Competition, and the Internet, at 4 (May 5,2011).



costs of both origination and termination.,,66 Of course, the assumption that only calling parties

benefit from calls, while called parties never benefit, is not credible on its face. As an AT&T

Vice President succinctly wrote reeently: "What a mound ofmalarkeyl,,67

An example makes the point. If A calls 13 and they talk for one hour, CPNP regimes die-

tate that A's network pays 13's network for one hour of termination. If, however, A instead texts

13 ("Call me") and 13 later makes the call and they talk for one hour, 13's network pays A's net-

work for one hour of termination .... even though the usc and eost of network I~\eilities in both

calls is identical.

The Commission specifically asked parties to address cost-causation prineiples relative to

their ICC reform proposals (see NPRM~i 525). It is not surprising that no LEC advocating con-

tinued use of CPNP regimes attempted to reconcile its position with fundamental principles of

cost eausation; once one aeknowledges the fact that called parties also benefit 11'om calls, one

cannot credibly justify a CPNP regime.

'fhe Commission has "long standing precedent that rates and rate structures must be cost-

causative,,68 More specifically, it has "long recognized that economic efficiency in a competi-

tive market requires eost-reeovery to renect cost-causation principles":

Cost-causation principles thus eounscl that regulators should seek to align the
recovery of costs with the way they are incurred. When a east causer does not
intemalize all the costs it causes, the incentives of both providers and users
may be distorted. 69

E,panded lnlerconneclion Order, 12 FCC Rcd 18730, 18745 (~23) (1997).

Video Relay Service NOl, 25 FCC Rcd 8597, 8614-15 (~i 60) (2010).

67
Unified lnlercarrier Compensalion NPIVv!, 16 FCC Rcd 9610, 9624 ('i 37) (2001).

AT&T Public Policy Blog, Hank Hultquist, AT&T Viee President, Unsafe al Any Rale
(Nov. 24, 2010), available af h1.1R://attpubliepolicy.com/government-policyjunsafe-at-any-rate/.
68

69
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70

In its 1983 Access Charge Order, the Erst time the FCC developed rules for intercarrier

compensation, the Commission determined that costs "should be recovered from the cost-

causative ratepayer whenever it is possible to do SO.,,70 The FCC accordingly determined that

Exed costs (e.g., local loops) should be recovered through flat fees while variable costs should be

recovered through usage-based rates. 71 For variable costs (and the fixed costs not recovered

from end users), the Commission adopted in its Access Charge Order a CPNP regime, and it

later adopted the same approach for reciprocal compensation in its 1996 Local COillpetitioll 01'-

del'.

Importantly, in neither of these Orders did the Commission evaluate the cost-causative

principles underlying use of a CPNP regime ._. namely, whether the calling party is the sole cost-

causer of a calL or whether the calling and called parties are simultaneous cost-causers. lt bears

noting that use of CPNP with access charges initially posed no eompetitive problems, because

LECs and IXCs did not eompete with each other (as the AT&T Decree prohibited the RBOCs

from providing interLATA services). The use of per-minute aecess charges also did not distort

the provision of most retail long distance services, because IXCs at the time primarily used per-

minute pricing for their retail services.

The Commission rcflcxively adopted thc same CPNP regime for reciprocal compensation

(although in fairness, Congress gave the FCC only six months to complete a new rulcmaking on

M7;<;/WA7;<; Market Structure, 93 F.C.C.2d 241,278 (,r 12 I) (1983).

71 Of course, the FCC did not fully implement this regime in this 1983 Order "because of
concerns that allowing the flat charges to rise above the speciEed limits might cause customers
to disconnect their telephone service." First Access Charge Refimll Order, 12 FCC Rcd 15982,
15993 (~24) (1997).
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73

74

the interconnection provisions of the 1996 Act).72 But as a former FCC Deputy Chief Economist

recognized, use of CPNP regimes in competitive markets creates additional, "more serious inef-

ficiencies":

[CPNP regimes] do not consider many of the problems facing today's intcr
connection regimes, such as thc 1SP rcciprocal compensation problem, the ar
bitrage problem caused by IP telephony, and the terminatin¥ access problem
caused by competitive LECs not subject to rate regulation. 7.

The Commission began to "question" the assumption underlying CPNP regimes a decade

ago:

If a caller telephoncs a catalog merchant, surely that merchant benefits at least
as much as the caller. When a LEC terminates a call originating on the net
work of another LEC, it provides a benefit to both the originating caller and to
its customer, the called party. As a consequenee, there may be no reason why
bolh LECs should not recover the costs of these benefits directly hom their
end users. 74

By 2005, the Wireline Competition Bureau became convinced that bill-and-keep was

more consistent with cost causation principles than CPNP regimes, recognizing that the purpose

of a telephone call is to "facilitate communications between two or more parties":

These communications enable the exchange of information between the par
ties, not just the relaying of information to a recipient. Although the calling
party decides to placc the call, the called party must decide to answer and con
tinue the communication. The communication therefore is a two-way joint in
teraction between the calling party and calleel party. Each party is capable of

See, 47 U.S.C. §251(d)(I), "[w]ithin 6 months after February 8, 1996, the Commission shall com
plete all actions necessaI'y to estahlish regulations to implement the requirements of this section [251]."

Patrick DeGraba, Bill and Keep al Ihe Cenlral Office as Ihe Eificienl Inlel'conneclion Re
gime. OPP Working Paper No. 33, at 16 (Dec. 2000) ("DeGraba OPP Paper 33").

Unified Inrel'cal'l'ier Compensalion NPRM, 16 FCC Rcd 9610, 9624 (~ 37) (200 I) (italics
in original). See also Unified Inlel'cal'l'iel' Compensalion FUl'lhel' NPRM, 16 FCC Rcd 4685,
4694 ('117) (2005) ("Developments in the ability of consumers to manage their own telecommu
nications services undermine the premise that the calling party is the sole cost causer and should
be responsible for all costs of a call.").
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taking measures to avoid call-related costs, if any.... [T]he need or desire to
exchange information causes the communications, rather than the party initiat
ing the communication. 75

While the Bureau noted many additional benefits from use of bill-and-keep over CPNP re-

gimes,76 it further observed it is doubtful as a practical matter that "minutes-of-use are a signifi-

cant determinant of costs given developments in telecommunications technologies.,,71

CPNP proponents today acknowledge that called parties benefit hom "some, but not all

calls," but they suggest that thc benelit reecived by the calling and called parties is not always

equal. 7S At mosL this is an issue only for consumers who subscribc to plans with per-minute

charges for receiving calls (vs. Jlat rated plans), and even if the consumer subscribes to such

plans, she can minimize the cost impact by immediately hanging up or, if she has Caller ID, sim-

ply not answering the call at all.

In the end, any ICC approach that the Commission adopts must generalize thc relative

bendits to some degree, because it is not realistic to adopt a regime that pcrfectly reJleets the

relative benetit for each call. Thc relevant question, though, is judging hom the policy goals that

the Commission wants to achieve with intercarrier compensation, whether the simplifying as-

sumptions underlying bill-and-keep are prefcrable to the assumptions underlying a CPNP re-

glll1e. As the Wireline Bureau has observed, there is "no evidence" that the assumption that "all

Wireline Competition Bureau, A Bill-and-Keep Approach to Intercarrier Compensation
Reform, CC Docket No. 01-92, at 98-99, Appendix C to Unified Intercarrier Compensation Fur
ther NPRM, 16 FCC Rcd 4685 (2005) ("Wireline Bureau Bill-and-Keep Analysis").

76 See id. at 102-108.
71

78

Id. at 101-102.

Sec, e.g., Joint Board - State Members Comments at 152.
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the benefits flow to the calling party and none to the called party is more realistic than an as-

sumption that the benefits flow to each party equally":

Indeed, because consumers have the incentive and the ability to avoid, or re
duce the duration of, unwanted calls, we believe that the better assumption is
one that reflects some benefit to both the calling party and the called party79

Bill-and-keep is "consistent with the assumption that both the calling party and the called

party may beneflt ii'om any given call, and, therefore, that the originating and the terminating

networks should share the costs associated with the call by recovering their costs 11'om their own

end-user eustomers."so In contrast the CPNP regimes that most LETs j~lvor is incompatible with

this reality. For that reason alone, the Commission should reject LEC arguments to continue to

endorse CPNP-based ICC regimes once its transitional reform plan is completed.

Of course, as Sprint, the Wireline Competition Bureau and many others have pointed out,

there are many additional reasons why hill-and-keep is a superior intercarrier compensation ar-

rangement Among other things, bill-and-keep eliminates arbitrage opportunities; reduces sig-

nificantly the terminating access monopoly problem; promotes more efflcient end-user retail

prices and more efflcient network usage; and eliminates the expense all networks currently incur

in billing each other for call terminationgl And perhaps most importantly of all, requiring all

carriers to recover their network costs from their own customers (or where appropriate, an ex-

plicit support mechanism) has the added beneflt of maximizing effIciency and price competition.

As the Wireline Competition Bureau has recognized:

79

80

Wireline Bureau Bill-and-Keep Analysis at 100-101.

Jd.
81 See. e.g., Sprint Comments, Appendix 13 at 13.3-13.5; Wireline Bureau Bill-and-Keep
Analysis at 102-108; DeGraba OPP Paper 33 at 6-8 and 22-29.
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Under [bill-and-keep], success in the marketplace will ret1ect a carrier's abil
ity to serve customers efficiently, rather than its ability to extract payments
from other carricrs.... Bill-and-keep therefore encourages the development
of competition by rewarding carriers based on their ability to serve customers
efficiently rather than their ability to shift costs to other carriers82

For all the reasons above, Sprint urges the Commission to adopt bill-and-keep as the "end

point" of ICC reform.

V. THE .JOINT BOARD - STATE MEMBERS' ICC REFORM PROPOSAL IS
SERIOUSLY FLAWED AND SHOULD NOT BE ADOPTED.

Sprint below responds to the comments flied on May 2, 201 I by the State Mcmbers of

the Fedcral-State Joint Board on Universal Service ("State Mcmbers") regarding ICC reform.

The State Members begin their comments by endorsing the laudable principles that uni-

versal scrviee support should be (I) limitcd to cases of dcmonstrated nccessity; (2) limited to ar-

cas where there is no private sector business case to provide broadband and high quality voice

service; and (3) based on a "total company" view of carrier flnances (see p. v). Unfortunatcly,

the State Mcmbers' ICC proposal fails to adherc to these principles. Moreover, their proposal

makes no meaningful progress toward eliminating the high per-minute rates which the FCC has

correctly concluded are fundamentally incompatible with an all-broadband world. The Statc

Mcmbcrs' ICC proposal would largely maintain the access regime which slants the playing field

in favor of land line incumbents, harms consumers, and encourages counter-productive activities

such as traffic pumping.

A. FCC's Authority to Adopt ICC Reform. The Statc Mcmbers contcnd that thc "FCC

lacks legal authority to mandatc ratc changes to intrastatc tclecommunications service ratcs" (p.

vii). As demonstrated in Sprint's legal analysis, Congress has given the FCC clear authority to

82 Wireline Bureau Bill-and-Kcep Analysis at 103 and 104.
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phase down and eliminate rates for intrastate access and termination rates of any type as to wire-

less traffie83

B. The State Members' Projected Estimates Regarding the Impact oncc Reform. The

State Members state that adoption of an umpecified "combination of three proposals from the

NPRM" would lead to unreasonable rates for local telephone service in certain rural areas:

When looking at a particular combination of three proposals from the NPRM,
the analysis suggests that a significant portion of carriers in 32 States would
have to raise rates by at least $20.00 per month, and in IS States a significant
num bel' of customers would see rate increases of at least $50 pCI' month 84

The Statc Members acknowledge, hovicvcr, that their estimated rate impacts are based on

"very limited" and "unaudited" data (p. vi). The State Members also did not "fully explore[]"

the role of revenues from non-regulated services such as video and broadband Internet access,

even though these serviccs use the same loop plant utilized with POTS service 85 Further, con-

trary to its espoused principle that support should be limited to cases of demonstrated need (see

pp. 3-4), there apparently was no examination of whether lLECs would be placed in real finan-

cialjeopardy by examining their rate of return performance or whether they could reasonably

operate more eff1ciently. And finally, the State Members do not acknowledge that the incumbent

LECs submi\\ing data to them are mf,jor recipients of universal service subsidies today - and

thus have powerful incentives to innate their costs in the hope of convincing State regulators and

83

84

85

See a\\ached Appendix E; see also Sprint Comments, Appendix A.

State Members Comments, p. xii.

ld., p. vii.
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the FCC to maintain (if not increase) current subsidy levels. These flaws must be corrected be-

fore the State Members' analysis can be incorporated into the FCC's dccision-making86

Moreovcr, thc State Members' prediction that ICC reform will increase local service rates

for many incumbent LECs by "at least" $20-$50 is belied by actual experiencc. In the several

States that have alrcady reduced intrastate access charges to interstate rate levels, Sprint is not

aware of any case in which such ICC rate reductions resulted in local service rate increases even

close to $20/month - much less $50/month.

Sprint emphasizes that its ICC reform plan for incumbent LECs other than the three larg-

est would, in the near term, only reduce their intrastate access charges to interstate rate Icvcls.

As noted above, actual cxperience suggests that reducing intrastate access charges to the inter-

state rate levcl will have 01 1110.1'1 a modcst impact on local service rates.

C. The FCC May Not Lawfullv Adopt the State Members' ICC Reform Plan. The State

Members agree that the current ICC regime - wherc different rates are applied for call termina-

tion depending on the regulatory classification of the call-must be "eliminat[ed]" and replaced

with "a single rate" (I'. 147). Theil' plan would "[m]ove to unijimn per-minute rates in which

each purchaser of access pays the same rate" (I'. 153; italics in original). Under the State Mem-

bel'S' proposal, the new uniform rate would be the lower of aLEC's:

1. current per-minute interstate termination rate; or

2. an "average [ICC] terminating rate" (1'.154). This average rate would be
determined by taking all of a LEe's "current terminating [ICC] revenue
divided by the sum of terminating minutes,',87

If the State Members want the FCC to consider their estimates, they should, at minimum,
produce all the data they reviewed in developing the estimates so interested parties can make an
independent assessment of that data.
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The FCC should reject the State Members' proposal because it lacks authority from Congress to

adopt it.

Under the State Members' plan, all rates for reciprocal compensation traffic would be in-

creased to either an ILEC's interstate access charge rates or a new blended rate (developed using

that LEC's interstate and intrastate access rates). Congress has been very clear, however, that the

most an incumbent LEC can recover in reciprocal compensation are its "additional costs" of call

tcrmination (see § 252(d)(2)(A)(ii)). The State Members' new proposed rate for traf1ic currently

subject to § 25 I(b)(5) ~. whether interstate access or a new blended rate .. would be higher than

what is permitted under § 252(d)(2), and thus would contravene this statute.

The State Members' plan further assumes that the Commission possesses the authority to

move traf1ic currently subjcct to § 251 (b)(5) into the access charge exception contained in §

251 (g). In fact. the Commission does not possess such authority. To the contrary, the D.C. Cir-

cuit Court has squarely held that § 251 (g) "on its face" provides only for the "continued cn-

forcement" of certain pre-Act regulatory "restrictions and obligations," and the Court reversed

the FCC when it attempted to bring ISP-bound trafJic within the scope of § 251 (g) because there

had been no pre-Act obligation concerning such trai1ie 8R Consequently, trafJic currently subject

to § 251 (b)(5) must remain subject to that statutc and cannot be re-categorized such that it be-

comes subject to higher rates.

Another flaw in the plan is that the State Members want the Commission to retain indefi-

nitely ~ "at least" through 2017 and "thereafter until a new system is adopted" (p. 154) ~ the cur-

See WorldCo!71 v. FCC. 288 F.3d 429, 432-34 (D.e. Cir. 2002).

State Members Comments, n. 245. Of course, use of such an average or blended rate as
sures revenue neutrality for the incumbent LEe.
88

87
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rent levels of implicit subsidies that competitive carricrs have been paying to incumbent LECs.

But as discussed in Section II above, Congress has directed the FCC to removc all implicit sub

sidics from ICC rates, and Sprint believes that with the passage of 15 years, the Commission

must begin to remove these subsidies immediately. The FCC cannot, as the State Members pro

pose, retain these implicit subsidies indefinitely, when Congress made clear in ]996 that implicit

subsidies may be continued only for an "interim" period - or in the FCC's words, for a "tempo

rary" time only. Retaining above cost access charges for 15 years (or under the State Mem

bers' proposal,j()r over 21 years), when Congress has directed that the implicit subsidies be

removed, cannot reasonab(r be considered to be "interim" or" temporm:v."

D. The State Members'. ICC P(Q)Josal Harms Competition and Consunwrs. Many states

have acted to remove jurisdiction over YoII' services and wireless services. Others have de

tariffed or largely deregulated interexchange serviccs. As a result. the service that is most heav

ily regulated at the State level is incumbent LEC local service, particularly that provided by rural

LECs.

State regulators pay particular attention to those they regulate most closely and often

champion continucd implicit subsidies for rural LECs (or revenue replacement) even when other

providers operate in the area without such subsidies. For example, wireless carriers operating in

ILEC areas are precluded fl·om charging any access charges for complcting toll calls originated

by incumbcnt LECs, while ILECs receive significant implicit subsidies from access.

Allowing implicit subsidies to LECs, while denying their competitors operating in the

same area similar support, harms competition - the LEC is not disciplined by the market, and the

competitor cannot be as successful as it would otherwise be if an implicit subsidy were not pro

vided only to the preferred company.
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90

Furthermore, continuing payment of implicit subsidies is not justified by "carrier oflast

resort" obligations of rural LECs89 In reality, there is a carrier oflast resort only where there is

no competitor, an increasingly rare situation. In the vast majority of areas, other firms are avail-

able to provide service, but their success is being undermined by a misguided system that pro-

vides implicit subsidies to one party serving an area but not another.

Implicit subsidies to a certain class of carrier also harms consumers. Experience has

shown that when access charges were reduced, the price oflong distancc calling also fell. The

samc will hold true for the price of all-distance scrvices - as access charges are rcduced, all-

distance service prices also will fall, to the benefit of all-distance service subscribers. Today,

every consumer who makes long distance calls or purchases an all-distance plan pays more than

is necessary for that plan because of the implicit subsidy contained in thc ILEC access rates.

E. Thc FCC Should Rejeet the State Members' Proposal to Eliminate the MTA Rule.

The current ICC regime discriminates against wirelcss carriers (and their customers) because

wireless traffic is assesscd acccss charges by wireline carriers while wireless carriers are effec-

tively prohibited from collecting any access charges from wircline carriers90 The State Mem-

bel'S' reform plan recommends that this discriminatory arrangement be expanded to intraMT'A

traffic that ILECs deem to be non-local, proposing (p. 154) that wirelcss carriers be required to

recognize wire line local exchange boundaries for purposes of paying access on intrastate traffic.

The State Members do not explain the reason for. or legal rationale to support, this proposal.

State Members Comments, pp. 125-6.

See Sprint Comments at 13-15. Sprint also noted in its opening comments that access
charges do not apply to wireless traffic. Nothing in these Reply Comments is intended to con
tradict that position.
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This proposal should be rejeeted. Ineumbent loeal ealling areas are inereasingly irrele-

vant to an ineumbent LEC's own eustomers, as the ILECs themselves offer and sueeessfully

market all-distanee plans. Indeed, MTA boundaries lose all relevanee onee eall termination rates

are unified (a goal endorsed by the State Members).

Moreover, it would take eonsiderable time and expense for wireless earriers to eomply

with an order eliminating the MTA rule:

• If the MTA rule were eliminated, wireless operators may be forced to
make short-lived and unnecessary modifications at a time when they are
devoting large amounts of capital to make 4G services widely available.
In other words, the State Members' proposal would have valuable engi
neering time be diverted from IP network deployment to modifying exist
ing wireless arrangements to match LEC rate centers - even though many
of those rate centers were developed a century ago and even though all of
this work would be wasted when, even under the State Members' pro
posal, intercarrier compensation is quickly unified.

• The underlying premise of the State Members' proposal is to decrease the
volume of traffic subject to the Act's pro-competitive reciprocal compen
sation regime, and expand the volume of traffic subject to the monopoly
era, above-cost access charge regime. Subjecting mobile traffic to above
cost acccss rates would increase the cost of providing wireless service and
therefore increase the cost to wireless eonsumers. Such a result would
clearly not be in the public interest. Moreover, sinee most wireless cus
tomers choose to use a post-paid plan under a two-year contract, there
would be no opportunity to recover any of the new costs the State Mem
bers propose to impose on wireless carricrs for two years.

• In addition to new network costs and new costs to consumers, there would
be new administrative, legal, and regulatory costs associated with this
change. Existing interconnection agreements and related administrative
ICC operating expenses are generally based upon the MTA rule and not on
thousands of ILEC local callings areas. The modification of these existing
agreements and operations would take years and considerable industry and
commission resources to implement, efforts that are completely wasted as,
even under the State Members own proposal, all ICC is quickly unified.

Given the lack of identified public interest benefits - and Sprint believes there are none

that can be identified - to be gained by eliminating the MTA rule, there is no justification for

forcing the industry to devote resources in this manner.
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F. The State Members Have Misconstrued § 254(k) of the Aet. The State Members con-

tend that Section 254(k) "requires intercarrier compensation payments to cover a reasonable por-

tion of network costs that are commonly used with wholesale access services" (p. 150). Specifi-

cally, they contend that under this statute, ICC termination rates must include some portion of an

incumbent LEe's "fixed joint and common costs of facilities" above those that might be consid-

ered "marginal cost" (id.).

The State Members have misconstrued this section of the Act. Section 254(k) - titled

"Subsidy of competitive services prohibitcd" - has nothing to do with the recove'T ofjoint and

common costs; rather, it is limited in scope to the allocation of such costs between competitive

and non-competitive services and between USF-supported services and non-supported services91

The statute that is relevant to ICC termination rates is Section 252(d)(2), which limits in-

cumbent LECs to recovering their "additional costs" in call termination. While the State Mem-

bers' comments assume that incumbent LECs incur additional costs for call termination, they

submit no evidence in support of this assumption. In fact, the Commission and several State

regulators have found that incumbent LECs do not incur any such additional costs92 Federal ap-

pellatc courts have furthcr held that bill-and-keep is the onlv intercarrier compensation arrange-

See. e.g, CALLS Order, 15 FCC Rcd 12962, 12998-] 3001 ('I~ 91-96) (2000); TOPUC v.
FCC, 265 F.3d 313, 323-24 (5'h Cir. 200]). See generally 47 C.F.R. § 64.901(e); Section 254(k)
Implementation Order, ]2 FCC Red 6415 (1997).

92 See, e.g, Virginia Arbitration Cost Order, ]8 FCC Red 17722 (2003); Virginia Arbitra
tion Cost Compliance Order, 19 FCC Red 1259 (2004); Investigation into Reciprocal Compen
sation Rates, 2003 Minn. PUC LEXIS 99 (Sept. 24, 2003), recon denied, 2003 Minn. PUC
IEXIS 144 (Dec. 24, 2003); Hamilton County Telephone Co-op, et seq, Petitions/or Arbitration
to Establish Terms and Conditions with Verizon Wireless, Docket No. 05-0644, at 38, 2006 111.
PSC LEXIS 5 *94-95 (Jan. 25, 2006).
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ment that is lawful under the Act when the terminating carrier incurs no additional call termina-

. 93tlOn costs..

G. The State Members Do Not Understand How Wireless Carriers Use Special Access

Facilities. The State Members contend that use of bill-and-keep would placc "existing point-to-

point services at a competitive disadvantage" becausc carriers that purchase ILEC special access

facilities supposedly "would have a finaneial incentive to use free switehed telecommunications

network services" (pp. 149-50). This reasoning reflects a lack of understanding of how wireless

carriers use speeial access facilities.

Wireless carriers are one of the major (if not the largest) purchascrs ofILEC special ac-

cess facilities. Wireless carriers use these ILEC facilities for backhaul (to connect their base sta-

tions or cell sites to their mobile switching centers); and for interconnection (to connect their net-

works to the ILEC networks so wireless customers can send their calls to and receive calls from

others). Switched access services cannot be used for backhaul facilities; dedicated facilities are

required for such purpose. And while ICC rates are relevant to the traffic that flows over inter-

connection facilities, regardless of the rate charged for switched access, a wirelcss carrier still

needs a physical facility (or trunk) to connect its network to an ILEC's network.

Although the Statc Mcmbers use the tcrm "jj'ce switched access," the term uscd in the

1996 Act, "bill-and-keep," is the widely recognized compensation mechanism for the common

practice of mutual traffic exchange. Bill-and-keep for the exchange of traffic over interconnec-

tion facilities in no way replaces any instance where a carrier needs to lease facilitics from an-

See Ace Telephone v. Koppendrayer, 432 F.3d 876, 881 (8th Cir. 2005) ("If no additional
costs are incurred, there is nothing to pay.").
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other carrier to connect its own customers to its own or other networks. As a practical matter,

special access bypass is a non-issue.

H. If Only Wireless Carriers Could Invest Billions of Dollars More In Their Own Net-

works. The wireless industry is investing billions of dollars to provide mobile broadband ser-

vices to consumers, including those residing in rural areas. Wireless carriers and their customers

are contributing billions more in USF surcharges which are subsequently distributed to incum-

bent LECs. And, wireless carriers and their customers are paying billions of dollars more in in-

flated ICC rates charged by incumbent LECs94 These facts are unremarked upon in the State

Mcmbers' comments. Yet Sprint is confidcnt that had the State Members considered how wire-

less carriers could improve and expand their own networks with these billions of dollars, the

State Members surely would have proposed that wireless carriers (and their customers) pay less,

not more, in implicit subsidies to incumbent LECs.

* * *

The State Members' reform proposal is seriously flawed in numerous respects, and

should not be adopted. While the proposal certainly benefits incumbent LECs, it does little to

solve the undisputed problems with the current ICC system, and increases the burden of implicit

subsidies on wireless carriers and their customers paid to wireline carriers. The State Members'

proposal highlights that a "uniform national policy is necessary and in the public interest. ,,95

94 As explained in Section II above, LECs are using these implicit subsidics for any purpose
thcy choose, including payment of generous dividends to their shareholders, without any trans
parency obligation.
95 S. I 134, Title IV, § 402( I3) (June 22, 1993), incorporated by reference in H.R. REP.
NO. 103-213, at 48 I.
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VI. ADOPTION OF PRO-COMPETITIVE USF REFORMS CANNOT BE DELAYED.

A. "NOT IN My BACKY ARO"

The comments reflect widespread agreement that reform of the existing high-cost USF

mechanism is critically important and long overdue, and that are-alignment oflegacy support

will both help ensure the viability of the universal service program and help promote national

broadband dcployment. A number of carriers, both incumbent and competitive, vigorously ad-

vocated specific reforms to rcduce legacy high-cost subsidies. Many ofthesc comments were

unhelpfully one-sided, with parties recommending adoption of rule changes that impact support

provided to other carriers and other industry segments, while emphasizing why their own high-

cost support is critical and should remain largely untouched, at least until it is replaced, appar-

ently in full, by new USF mcchanisms. For example:

• Windstream stated that "[u]ntil the Connect America Fund ("CAF") replaces all existing
support and implicit subsidies, the Commission must take care to preserve funds that are
essential to maintaining existing facilities and enabling the transition to next-generation
networks" (p. 6). According to Windstream, thc FCC should "maintain essential sources
of high-cost support for mid-sized price cap companies that serve high-cost areas," in
cluding the preservation of frozen ICLS, and an examination of "the role and sufficiency
ofInterstate Access Support ("lAS") - particularly with regard to mid-sized carricrs - bc
fore considering a phasc-down of support." Furthermore, there should be "reasonable
transitions and a meaningful opportunity for carriers to reeover revenues" that are nega
tively impacted by interearrier compensation reforms (id.). In contrast, according to
Windstream, the FCC should eliminate "all legacy high-cost support" to CETCs as such
support is "duplicative" and "ineffIcient" (p. 5).

• The Rural Associations (NECA et 01.) objected to many of the FCC's ncar-term propos
als that would reduce support to incumbent LECs (e.g., changes to HCLS reimbursement
rates, eliminating recovery of corporate operating expenses through high-cost support,
elimination of the safety net additive support, elimination of LSS, capping total annual
per-line support, mandatory disaggregation of RLECs' support, eliminating support in
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"competitive" areas), while urging adoption of reforms that reduce support to non-ILECs
(e.g., elimination of the equal support rule for CETCs)96

• AT&T asserted (unsurprisingly without any support) that legacy high-cost support to
CETCs "is likely to be far greater than necessary to ensure ubiquitous mobile broadband
service" (p. 108). Therefore, excess Advanced Mobility Fund support "should be distrib
uted to fixed broadband providers ... ," including, presumably, AT&T's own wireline af
filiates. AT&T, one might note, has publicly stated that it would agree as a merger con
dition to refrain from seeking USF support for its LTE broadband roll_out97 (and thus
would not benefit in any material way from an Advanced Mobility Fund), but has made
no such disavowal regarding USF support for its wireline operations.

This is not, of course, the path to success. The goals of robust competition and universal

service improvements cannot be achieved by pushing subsidy reductions around a circlc to an-

other party. Carriers do not become more efficient or market-oriented if their existing subsidies

are merely renamed ("replaced") but not rationalized. Competition is not fostered, and competi-

tive neutrality is not achieved, if one industry segment maintains its legacy support indefinitely

or takes a disproportionate share of any new USF at the expense of another industry segment.

And broadband deployment in unserved and underserved areas will be slow in coming unless the

Commission resists the call to defer necessary phase-outs of legacy support and instead acts

boldly to eliminate outmoded subsidies and adopt new, highly targeted, purposeful support

mechanisms.

See joint comments ofNECA, NTCA, OPASTCO, Western Telecommunications Alli
ance and 32 other concurring associations, pp. 39-57.

97 See testimony of Randall Stephenson, President and CEO of AT&T, before the Antitrust,
Competition Policy and Consumer Rights Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
May 11,2011, hearing entitled The AT&T/T-Mobile Merger: Is Humpty Dumpty Being Put Back
Together Again?, transcript, p. 5I:

Sen. Kohl: ....Mr. Stephenson, would you accept as a condition of the merger a
prohibition on AT&T from using any universal service fund money for its broad
band build out?

Mr. Stcphenson: For its LTE build-out, ycs, sir.
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If the Commission is serious about weaning carriers from their dependence on existing

high-cost USF supp0l1, it should adopt the approach Sprint has recommended - an expeditious

phase-out or elimination of existing high-cost subsidies, implemented with a firm end date, ap-

plied equitably and consistently to all categories of carrier (incumbent or competitive, wireline or

wireless).98 Specifically, the Commission should take the following steps in implementing a new

broadband universal service program:

• Phase out remaining CETC high-cost USF by the end of2014, or within 3 years from
adoption of an order mandating such phase-out, whichever is later;

• Deerease the current HCLS support percentages (to 55% and 65%) for incumbent LECs
with 200,000 or fewer loops, and eliminate HCLS for incumbent LECs with more than
200,000 loops, effective immediately;

• Eliminate lAS immediately;

• Eliminate LSS and lCLS immediately; and

• Remove caps on end user charges to enable carriers to maximize the recovery of their le
gitimate costs from their own end user customers.

B. COMPETITIVE NEUTRALITY

While there is broad consensus that competitive neutrality is a key univcrsal service princi-

ple,99 sevcral parties have advocated policies for thc ncw Connect America Fund (CAF) that would

confcr unwarranted competitive advantages upon wireline carriers (and ILECs in particular). Three

recommendations are of special concern: (I) opposition to imposing wholcsale obligations on the

See also, Verizon, p. 46 (eliminate all remaining CETC high-cost support without delay)
and p. 5 I (eliminate any access replacement support to price cap and rate-of-return carriers on a
eommon sehedule); and Ad Hoc, pp. 11-38 (reduce/eliminate current high-cost supp0l1 to lLECs,
and eliminate identical support rule for CETCs).

99 See, e.g., comments of Sprint, p. 39; XO, p. 47; US Cellular, p. 12; Verizon, p. 62;
American Cable Association, p. 24; Windstream, p. 21; T-Mobile, p. 6; CTlA, p. 22; Frontier, p.
22.
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single carrier chosen to receive CAl' support in a given markct (assuming that the FCC decides to

limit support to a single carricr); (2) excessive reliance upon speed standards to determine which car

rier receives CAl' and whcther the carrier has met CAl' performance standards; and (3) granting in

cumbent LECs a "right of first refusal" to receive CAl' support.

A Commission decision to limit CAl' support to a single service provider in a given market

poses the real threat offoreclosing the development of competition in that market, since the CAl' en

dows the chosen carrier with a significant and perhaps insurmountable financial advantage. As Pub

lic Knowledge and Benton Foundation have correctly observed, "the process of subsidizing only one

provider per area will likely establish that winning provider as a local monopoly for at least the near

future, discouraging potential entrants" (p. 12).

That said, Sprint recognizes that the CAl' well is not bottomless, and that limits are necessary

to kecp the CAl' at a sustainable size while maximizing the number of markets in which CAl' support

can be made available. To balance these considerations, if the Commission docs adopt a "single

supported carrier" approach, it should also impose wholesale requirements on that carrier. Requiring

the supported carrier to provide backhaul (in the case of wireline carriers) and data roaming (in the

case of wireless carriers) at forward-looking economic rates, collocation, and IP packet-based inter

connection would help to encourage competition in markets in which entry by multiple service pro

viders in competition with the subsidized carricr might otherwise be economically infeasible. lOo A

carrier that does not wish to accept such wholesale obligations always has the option of declining to

participatc in the CAl'.

AT&T has opposed a facilitics-sharing obligation as "unnecessary" because "the vast major

ity of Americans will have access to several different voice-service providers, and all will have ac-

100 See comments of Sprint, p. 42; Public Knowledge and Benton Foundation, p. 12.
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cess to mobile broadband service."'o, However, ifCAF support is granted only in unserved areas,

then by definition consumers in those areas do not have compctitive broadband alternatives (and may

lose voice-service alternatives as a result of single provider, i.e., monopoly, support). If competition

is ever to develop (and be sustained) in these areas, the CAF-supported carrier must be required to

make the subsidized services and facilities available to othcr service providers at reasonable and eco-

nomic rates, terms and conditions.

The second area of concern involves excessive emphasis on minimum speed standards. To

help ensure that new broadband universal service funds promote competition or at least are competi

tively neutral, any minimum speed requirements adopted must renect differences among different

technologies. Conditioning receipt ofCAF support on meeting bandwidth requirements that only

wircline service providers can satisfy not only is anti-competitive; it also discounts other factors 

such as mobility - that consumers often find to be of equal or greater importance. ,o2 Furthermore,

rather than "fixat[ing] on throughput," the Commission should "acknowledge that therc is a funda

mental trade-off between the speed of broadband services and the number of people to whom those

services can be cost-effectively deployed,,'03 One might reasonably conclude that it is better to pro

vide broadband service to more people, at a slightly lower speed, than to provide broadband to fewer

people at a higher speed.

Sprint agrees that whatever CAF broadband speed or othcr performance standards are in

place at the time the CAF support is awarded are the ones against which compliance should be meas-

ured. Any "revised broadband definitions should apply only prospectively, to new distributions" of

101

102

10]

See AT&T Comments, p. 107.

See, e.g., comments of Sprint, p. 40; US Cellular, p. 43; CTIA, p. 33.

AT&T Comments, p. 88.
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CAF or advanced mobility fund support,I04 because it would be unreasonable to require supported

carriers to meet new, higher standards based on the broadband support level originally provided.

Third, the Commission should reject calls to give incumbent LECs - indeed, any carrier

or class of carrier - a right of first refusal for receipt of new broadband universal service support.

Advocates of this policy assert that providing CAF support to the incumbent to upgrade its exist-

ing network in a given geographic area will be less costly than funding construction of a new

broadband network. 105 While this may be true in some circumstances, it is hardly the most likely

scenario - Sprint would not expect that carriers with no network facilities in or around a given

area would be willing to construct an entirely new broadband network based upon receipt oflim

ited CAF support (which, at least initially, may be limited to capital but not operating expenses).

It is far more likely that potential CAl" bidders will, like an incumbent LEC, have existing facili

ties in or near the area being bid upon. In such cases, it may very well be that these other carriers

(e.g., wireless service providers, cable companies, competitive LECs) would be an even more

efficient broadband provider than the incumbent LEe. It makes no sense to foreclose these other

carriers from even bidding for CAl" support by giving the incumbent LEC a right of first refusal.

Granting incumbent LECs a right of first refusal is antithetical to the principle of com

petitive and technological neutrality. Such a right would remove the discipline of a competitive

bidding process, eliminate the incumbent LECs' incentive to provide service efficiently since

their support would be based on their "costs," and effectively preclude consumers from obtaining

supported broadband services from providers that have platforms and technologies different from

104

105

ld., p. 96.

See, e.g, comments of AT&T, p. 89; CenturyLink, p. 38.
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106

those used by the incumbent LEC. 106 None of these outcomes is in the public interest. As the

Commission recognized long ago, "It is for the marketplace, not this Commission, to determine

which competitors will be 'winners' and 'losers''':

It is the responsibility of this Commission to ensure that all carriers receive an
equal opportunity to compete in that marketplace. 107

VII. CONCLUSION.

Sprint applauds the Commission's stated intention to adopt comprehensive reforms to the

existing intercarrier compensation and universal service mechanisms in the very near future. In

order to promote competition, beneflt consumers, promote broadband to all Americans, imple-

ment ICC rules which reflect cost-causation, and help ensure the viability of the universal service

program, the Commission must take the following steps:

• Eliminate all implicit subsidies from intercarrier compensation rates;

• Adopt default interconnection rules for the exchange of paeketized voice traffic;

• Transition expeditiously to a bill-and-keep regime; and

• Adopt pro-competitive USF reforms expeditiously, including phase-out of exist
ing high-cost subsidies. Any new universal service support mechanisms must be
carefully targeted, competitively neutral, and explicit.

The Commission must resist calls to avoid or drag out (through excessive transition peri-

ods, unwarranted "access replacement" mechanisms, or simple inaction) difficult rule changes.

See, e.g., comments of Sprint, p. 41; CTIA, p. 24.

107 Mn;/WATS Market Structure, 102 F.C.C.2d 849, 860 (~22) (1985). See also Advanced Ser
vices Order, 13 FCC Red 24011, 24014 ('12) (1998) ("The role of the Commission is not to pick
winners or losers, or scleet the 'best' technology to meet consumer demand."); Fourth Advanced
Services Order, 16 FCC Rcd 15435, 15438 (~7) (2001) nl]n adopting the 1996 Act, Congress
consciously did not try to pick winners or losers, or favor one technology over another. Rather,
Congress set up a framework from which competition could develop, one that attempted to place
incumbents and competitors on generally equal footing.").
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The long-term health of the telecommunications industry and the competitiveness of the tele-

communications market require rationalization of the ICC and USF mechanisms. The Commis-

sion has the legal authority and the record support to take the long-overdue actions described

above, and should do so expeditiously.

Respectfully submitted,

SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORAnON

hi Charles W. McKee

Charles W. McKee
Viee President, Government Affairs
Federal and State Regulatory

Norina T. Moy
Director, Government Affairs

900 Seventh St. NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20001
(703) 433-4503

May 23, 2011
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Appendix D

THE COMMISSION HAS AMPLE "ANCILLARY" AUTHORITY TO ADOPT
SPRINT'S PROPOSED RULES FOR IP-TO-IP INTERCONNECTION

Docket Nos. 01-92 and 09-51

Sprint has proposed the adoption of several targeted, high-level rules to govern

the exchange of broadband (or packetized) voice traffic between two II' networks. The

Commission clearly possesses the authority to adopt these rules if packetized voicc

services are deemed to be telecommunications services and thereby subject to Title II of

the Act. But as Sprint demonstrates below, if packctized voice services are instead

classified as information services, the Commission still possesses the authority to adopt

these rule proposals under its Title I "ancillary" authority.

I. THE CENTRAL QUESTION THE COMMISSION SHOULD ADDRESS AT TIlE OUTSET:
WIIETHER IN AN ALL-II) WORLD, PACKETIZED VOICE USERS SHOULD BE ABLE
TO MAKE VOICE CALLS TO ALL PACKETIZED VOICE USERS?

AT&T and Vcrizon have taken the position that no interconncction rules are

needed once paeketizcd voiee traffic can be cxchangcd between two II' networks. In

contrast, Sprint has recommended that the Commission adopt several high-level rules to

help ensure that (a) there is ubiquitous II' interconnection among competing paeketized

voice providers, and (b) the terms of such interconnection will be reasonable and

efficient.

Which approach the Commission pursues will depend largely on its vision for

voice services in an all-II' world. Specifically,

1. Does the FCC want packetized voice users to have the same
capability that circuit-switched POTS customers have long enjoyed
- namely, the ability to make voice calls to any consumer or
business?, or



2. Is the FCC willing to acccpt an environment in which packetized
voice users will be able to call only a subset of all other packetized
voice users?

Sprint has demonstrated that wireline carriers will retain their bottleneck,

terminating access monopoly even when they terminate packetized voice calls over their

IP networks. I Sprint has further demonstrated that large incumbent LECs, because of

their sheer size, also possess significant market power over interconnection with their IP

nctworks 2 Sprint believes that the rules it has proposed would effectively limit thc

ability of LECs to exercise their monopoly and market power - and thereby help ensure

there will be ubiquitous interconnection among I1' networks for thc cxchange of

packetizcd voicc traffic and that the terms of such interconnection will be reasonable and

efficient.

A very different result would occur if the Commission instead adopts the "market

only" position that AT&T and Verizon favor. In such an environment, an 11' network

operator, espccially one possessing significant market power, would be fi'ee to refuse to

interconnect altogether with all other competing packctized voice providers. And in such

a "no rules" world, a competitor would have no recourse following a rejcction of its

interconnection request (other than perhaps file a private antitrust case against the I1'

network operator refusing to interconnect).

Alternatively, an I1' network operator possessing market power could agree to

interconncct but only on unreasonable terms. Smaller packetized voice providers would

then face a Hobson's choice:

See Sprint Reply Comments at 11-14.

See id. at J4-16.



I. Reject the unreasonable terms, even though this would have the
effect of precluding the smaller carrier's customers from calling
the customers of the largcr carrier; or

2. "Agree" to the terms the large operator demands (because a
smaller operator nceds interconnection more than the larger
operator) but then face higher costs that render their voice service
less price competitive than the packetized voice services offered
the larger provider.3

Either way, meaningful and robust competition in the packetized voice market - and

potentially in the larger broadband Internet access market .- would be harmed.

Simply put, the "no rules" position espoused by Af&T and Verizon would give

these two behemoths the ability to dictate unilaterally the future of the packetized voice

market, and their exercise of this market power could have enormous negative impacts on

the availability of ubiquitous voice coverage and the future of competition in the voice

market.

II. THE FCC POSSESSES SUB.fECT MATTER JURISDICTION TO ADOPT

RULES GOVERNING THE EXCHANGE OF I'ACKETIZED VOICE TRAFFIC

Courts havc established a two-part test for determining whether the FCC may

adopt rules concerning information services such as packetized voice traffic: "( I) thc

Commission's general jurisdictional grant under Title I [of the Communications Act]

covers the regulated subject, and (2) the regulations arc reasonably ancillary to the

Commission's cffective performance of its statutorily mandated responsibilities."

CO!l1casl v. FCC, 600 F.3d 642, 646 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

AT&T and Verizon might contcnd that smallcr network operators have a third alternative
- namely, send traffic to their customers "over the top" in which case new Rule 8.5 would
preclude them from blocking the voice traffic. Sprint notes, howcvcr, that at least Verizon has
indicated its intent to appeal these new Open Internet rules. But even assuming thc rules are
affirmed on appeal, therc is no reason to give AT&T and Verizon the right to dictatc the type of
voice services that smaller network operators must ofTel' their own customers - whether a best
efforts "over the top" service, or a facilities-based specialized voice service.

o
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Paeketized voice traffic certainly qualifies as "interstate and foreign

communications by wire or radio" within the scope of § 2(a) of the Act. Because Title I

covers the subject ofpacketized voice traffic, the FCC unquestionably possesses subject

matter jurisdiction to adopt rules governing the exchange of packetized voice traffic

between two II' networks 4 The rest of this legal analysis addresses whether Sprint's

proposed packetized voice interconnection rules satisfy the second requirement for

invoking ancillary authority.

III. THE RULES SPRINT PROPOSES ARE REASONABLY ANCILLARY TO THE

FCC's EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE OF ITs STATUTORILY MANDATED

RESPONSIBILITIES

Section 4(i) of the Act empowers the Commission to "perform any and all acts,

make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders, not inconsistent with this chapter,

as may be necessary in the execution of its fi.mctions." Courts have held that in order to

exercise its authority under this statute, any rules the FCC adopts must be "reasonably

ancillary to [its] eJTective performance of its statutorily mandated responsibilities.";

Specifically, new rules must be "incidental to, and contingent upon, specifically

delega/ed powers under /he AC/.,,6 The few interconnection and ICC rules that Sprint

recommends the Commission adopt for packetized voiee meet this standard.

COlllcas/, 600 F.3d at 646, qllo/ing American Library Ass 'n v. FCC, 406 F.3d 689, 691
92 (D.C. Cir. 2005).

See Open In/erne/ Order, 25 FCC Red 17905, 179671: 115 (20 IO)("Broadband Internet
access services are clearly within the Commission's subject matterjurisdietion" under § 2(a) of
the Act). See also Comcas/ v. FCC, 600 F.3d at 646-47 CComeast concedes that the
Commission's action here satisfied the first requircment because the company's Internet service
qualifies as 'interstate and foreign communications by wire' within the meaning of Title I of the
Communications Act.").
5

(,
Comcas/, 600 F.3d at 653 (italics in original), qllo/ing fIIAIWC v. FCC, 533 F.2d 60 I,

612 (D.C. eir. 1976).
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The rules Sprint proposes fall into three general categories, and all of thesc rule

proposals are incidental to, and would affirmatively promote, specifically delegated

powers under §§ 251-52 - provisions that are the "heart" of the Act. 7

A. Inter-Network Interconnection. Competition in voice services cannot exist

unless network operators interconnect with each other. Congress recognized this point

relative to circuit switched-based Plain Old Telephone Service ("POTS") in § 251 (a)(1)

of the Act, which imposes on "each" telecommunications carrier the "duty to

interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and equipment of other

telecommunications carriers." By imposing this interconnection duty on every

telecommunications carrier and by including a right to interconnect indirectly, Congress

guaranteed that all POTS users will be able to call all other POTS users.

Packctized voice competes with, and eventually will replace, POTS servicc.

Sprint therefore proposes several rules regarding the interconnection of IP networks to

ensure that all packetized voice users, like POTS users, will also be able to call all other

voice subscribers, regardless of the technology uscd by the terminating network operator.

These intcrconnection requirements would preelude LECs in particular from exercising

their terminating access monopoly by refusing to intcrconnect with compcting packctized

voice providcrs.

B. Intercarrier Compensation. Congress, recognizing that LECs possess a

terminating access monopoly, imposed in § 251 (b)(5) a duty on "each" LEC to establish

"reciprocal" compensation arrangements for the exchange of telecommunications with

other networks. Further recognizing that incumbent LECs in particular possess

See Advanced Services Order, 13 FCC Red 240 I I, 240 14 ~! 3 (1998). See also id at
24023 '121 (FCC describes § 25] as the "core of the Act's market-opening provisions").

5



significant market power, Congress in § 252(d)(2) capped the amount of compensation

that these incumbents can receive to their "additional costs" of call termination.

The per-minute, calling-party's-network-pays CCPNP") regime that historically

been used for the exchange of POTS traffic is not workable for the exchange of

packetized voice traffic between two II' networks 8 Accordingly, Sprint has proposed

using a bill-and-keep reciprocal compensation arrangement for the exchange of all

packetized voicc traffic, an arrangement that the additional benefit of addressing more

effectively the terminating monopoly problem with voice traffie 9

C. Dispute Resolution. Congress made two things clear in § 252: (a) no one

party should be able to set unilaterally the terms of interconnection (e.g., invoke the tariff

process), and interconnection arrangements should instead be negotiated in good faith;

and (b) a dispute resolution procedurc is ncccssary when two parties cannot agrcc, with

Congress dctermining that this procedure was neccssary for disputes involving incumbent

LECs only.

Sprint has proposed several rules applicable to packetized voicc providers that are

similar in purpose and j~lt1ction to those Congress adopted relative to telecommunications

carricrs. Among other things, it has proposed that the FCC require I)' network operators

providing retail broadband services to negotiate in good faith after receiving a bonafide

request for packetized voice interconnection. Sprint further proposes that the FCC

National Broadband Plan at 142 ("The current ICC system is not sustainable in an alI
broadband Internet Protocol (11') world where payments for the exchange of II' traffic are not
hased on per-minute charges, but instead typically are based on charges for the amount of
bandwidth consumed per month.").

See Sprint Comments at 21 and Appendix B.
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10

establish procedures to resolve disputes over the terms of interconnection when two

parties are unable to resolve them in their negotiations.

Sprint notes that even before thc 1996 Act, the FCC required LECs to negotiate in

good faith with wireless carriers concerning interconnection, furthcr preempting States

over this interconnection and good faith negotiation rcquirements. 10 Sprint further notes

that the Supreme Court, in a comparable sctting (the early days of cablc TV), affirmcd

the FCC's exercise of its ancillary authority to establish procedurcs for "requests for

special rei ief and of 'complaints or disputes.",I1

Courts have further held that in its exercise of ancillary authority, the Commission

may also refer to other provisions in the Act, including statements of policy, because such

statements can "hclp delineate the contours of statutory authority.,,12 Moreover, the

Supremc Court has held that the FCC may impose on finns previously unregulated

requirements that "affirmatively ... further statutory policies":

[W]e agree with the Commission that its "concern with CATV
carriage of broadcast signals is not just a mattcr of avoidance of
adverse effects, but extends to requiring CATV affirmatively to further
statutory policies.,,13

The rules Sprint proposes would further several different statutory policies,

including:

• In the Prcamblc to the 1996 Act, Congrcss stated that its purpose
was to "open[] all telecommunications markets to competition,,14

See Cellular/LEC Inlerconneclion Order, 2 FCC Red 29 I0,29 I 2~! 17,29 I2- I 3 ~[~ 2] -22,
29] 6 ~[~ 54-56 (1987), (1{l'd, 4 FCC Red 2369 (] 989).
II

12
See Uniled Siaies v. Soulhweslern Cable. 392 U.S. 157, ]78-80 (] 968).

Comcasl, 600 F.3d at 654.

United Siaies v. Midwesl Video, 406 U.S. 649, 644 (1972).

Preamble to the] 9% Act, Telecommunications Act of ]996. PUll. L. No. 104-104, I 10
Stat. 56 (] 996).

7



15

The FCC has held that "pro-competitive provisions of the 1996
Act apply equally to advanced services and to circuit-switched
voice services.,,15 The rules Sprint has proposed would preserve
and promote competition in the provision of packetized voice
serVIces.

• Section I of the Act states that the FCC was established to make
available "to all the people of the United States, ... a rapid,
efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio
communications service with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges." The rules Sprint proposes would promote all of these
statutory objectives.

• Section 201(b) provides that "[a]1! charges, practices,
classification. and regulations for or in connection with such
[common carrier] service, shall be just and reasonable." The rules
Sprint proposes for packetized voice providers would help ensure
that their charges and practices relative to packetized voice
interconnection are just and reasonable.

• Section 230(b) provides that it is "the policy of the United Statcs
(1) to promote the continued development of the Internet."
Packetized voice is a eore Internet application, and Sprint's
proposed rules would accelcrate the availability of packetized
voice services to all Americans, which will incent more people to
subscribe to broadband Internet access services.

• Section 254(b)(2) directs the FCC to design a universal service
program that, among other things, makes "[a]ccess to advanced
telecommunications services" available "in all regions of the
Nation." Sprint's proposed rules would help the Commission
achieve this objective.

• Congress enacted § 256 to "ensure the ability of users and
information providers to seamlessly and transparently transmit
and receive information between and across telecommunications
networks." In § 256(b)(1), Congress directed the FCC to
"establish procedures for ... oversight of coordinated network
planning ... for the effcetivc and efficient interconnection of
public telecommunications networks used to provide
telecommunications service." The rules Sprint proposals would
help the FCC achieve these objectives.

Advanced Services Order, 13 FCC Red 240 II, 24018 11 I I (1998), In fact, before the
FCC classified DSL services as an information service, the FCC had held that "incumbent LECs
are subject to the interconnection obi igations of sections 25 I(a) and 25 I(c)(2) with respect to .
[thcirl packet-switched networks" Ihid

8



• Section 706 of the 1996 Act provides that the FCC "shall
encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of
advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans.,,16 The
rules Sprint proposed for packetized voice, one type of advanced
service capability, 17 would help the FCC achieve these objectives.

In summary, the exercise of ancillary authority that Sprint recommends in its

proposed rules clearly is incident to, and would affirmatively promote, specifically

delegated powers under §§ 251-52 of the Act and would further affirmatively promote

other statutory statements of policy as well.

IV. SECTION 706 COULD PROVI\H; AN INDEPENDENT SOURCE OF REGULATORY

AUTHORITY OVER BROADllAND- IF TIlE FCC SQUARELY ADDRESSES THE D.C.
CIRCUIT'S CONCERNS

One year ago, the D.C. Circuil vacated the FCC's 2008 COincast Network

Management Practices Order. IS While the Court noted that § 706 could "at least

arguably bc read to delegate authority to the Commission,,,19 it nonetheless vacated the

Order because it read certain statements in an order issued a decade earlier as holding

that § 706 does "not constitute an independent grant of authority":

Because the Commission has never questioned, let alone overruled,
that understanding of section 706, and because agencies "may not ...
depart from a prior policy sub silentio," the Commission remains
bound by its earlier conclusion that section 706 grants no regulatory

I . '0aut 10nty.-

1(,

17

47 U.S.c. § 1302(a).

See id. at § 1302(d)(I).
18

19

See Comcasl v. FCC, 600 F.3d 642 (D.C. Cir. 2010), "acaling COlllcasl NelWork
Managelllent Practices Order, 23 FCC Red 13028 (2008).

COlllcasl, 600 F.3d at 658. See also Ad Hoc TelecolII Users COllllllillee v. FCC, 572 F.3d
903,906-07 (D.C. Cir. 2009)("The general and generous phrasing of § 706 means that the FCC
possesses significant, albeil not unfettered, authority and discretion to settle on the best regulatory
or deregulatory approach to broadband.").
]0 COlllcasi. 600 F.3d at 658-59 (supporting citations omitted).

9



The question the Commission was asked to address in its Advanced Services

Order, 12 FCC Rcd 24011 (1998) was narrow. Section 10 of the Act prescribes the

standards the FCC must apply in responding to a petition for forbearance from other

provisions in the Act, but this statute does not permit the FCC to forbear fl'om §§ 251(c)

and 271 "until it determines that those requirements have been fully implemented" (§

160(d)). The RBOCs sought to be relieved of their §§ 251(c) and 271 obligations relative

to their advanced scrvices (without their full compliance with those statutes) and claimed

that § 706 "constitutes an independent grant of forbearance authority" that trumps the

limitations on forbearance contained in § 10.21

The Commission rejected this RBOC argument by applying the settled canon of

statutory construction that a "speciEe provision ... controls onel] of more general

application.,,22 Thus, in this Order, the Commission addressed the speeiEe question

posed to it: docs the substantive authority in § 706 inelude the authority to ignore explicit

limitations Congress imposed in the § 10 forbearance statute, when the two provisions

were enacted at the same time'? The Commission did not address (beeausc it was not

asked to) the question whether § 706 gives the FCC substantivc authority to adopt

implementing rules when the rules do not conflict with other provisions in the Act.

Two FCC statements in the Advanced Services Order concerned the D.C. Circuit.

The Court Erst stated with regard to that Order, quoting from paragraph 77: "the

Commission ruled that section 706 'does not constitute an independent grant of

21 Advanced Services Order. 13 FCC Rcd at 24044 ~ 68.

Bloale v. Uniled Siales, 130 S. Ct. 1345, 1354 (2010).

10



authority. ,,,23 But as the context of that sentence makes apparent, the Commission was

referring specifically to its forbearance authority under that statute, as evidenced by the

very next sentence:

Rather, the beller interpretation of section 706 is that it directs us to
usc, among other authority, our forbearance authority under section
1O(a) to encourage the deployment of advanced services. Under
section 1O(d), we may not usc that authority to forbear from applying
the requirements of sections 251 (c) and 271 prior to their full
imp1ementation. 24

Whenthc General Counsel's Office pointed out this limitation, the Court

responded by quoting paragraph 69 of the 1998 Order: "But the order itself says

otherwise" - "[S]ection 706 does not constitute an independent grant offorbearanee

authority or oj"au/hori(v /0 employing other regulating me/hods.,,2; To the extentthc

italicized clause can be read to refer to § 706 authority other than forbearance authority

broader than that contained in the forbearance statute (the only issue then before the

FCC), this clause is at most unfortunate dicta.

Sprint agrees with the Commission that its Advanced Services Order is

"consistent with our present understanding that Section 706(a) authorizes" it to "take

actions ... that encourage the deployment of advanced telecommunications capability by

any of the means listed in the provision.,,26 Sprint further believes that in its recent Open

,.
..' Comcas/, 600 F.3d at 658.

Advanced Services Order, 13 FCC Rcd at 24047-48 -,j 77. See also id. at 24043 'i 68
("Petitioners contend that section 706(a) constitutes an independent grant of forbearance authority
that encompasscs the ability to forbear from sections 251 (c) and 271 ."); id. at 'i 24044 ~ 69 (§
706(a) does "not constitute an independent grant of forbearance authority"); id. at 24045 ~ 70
("independent grant of forbearance authority"); id. at ~ 71 (same); 24046 ~ 75 (same); id. at
24027 n. 151 (same).
15

26

Comcas/, 600 F.3d at 659.

Open InlelTle1 Order. 25 FCC Red at 17969 I: 119.

11



Internet Order, the Commission made a powerful casc that § 706 does, in fact, grant it

substantive authority to adopt implementing rules regarding the broadband industry.27

Nevertheless, to eliminate any possible uncertainty and so as to ensure the FCC's

ability to rely on § 706 in the future, Sprint recommends that the Commission explicitly

declare that (a) it did not in its Advanced Services Order hold that § 706 does not

constitute an independent grant of substantive authority over broadband networks and

services, and (b) to the extent that any part of that Order might be read as taking that

position, those statements arc explicitly overruled.

27 See Open/mel'lle! Order. 25 FCC Red 17905, 17968-72 ~11j 117-23 (2010).
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Appendix E

RESPONSE TO THE JOINT BOARD - STATE MEMBERS' LEGAL ANALYSIS
CC Docket No 01-92

Sprint demonstrated in its comments that Congress has delegated to the Commission the

legal authority to reform interearrier compensation ("ICC") for all traffic - including intrastate

access charges (see Comments, Appendix A). The State Members of the Joint Board eState

Members") do not challenge in thcir later filed comments any of Sprint's legal analysis. They

nonetheless contend that the FCC "lacks legal authority to 111andate ratc changes to intrastate

telecommunications rates" (p. vii). The analysis below demonstrates that the Statc Members are

mistaken in their interpretation of federal law.

A. The Structure of the 1996 Act. 'j'he State Members, citing § 2(b) of the Act, contend

at the outset that the "structure of thc 1996 Act preserved existing State authority over the rates

charged fi)r intrastate access:

There was no quid pro quo in the Act by which the States gave up their
existing authority to set the rates for intrastate services, including access (p.
143).

But as Sprint has earlier demonstrated (see p. AJ), the Supreme Court has already

squarely rejected this State argument based on § 2(b). That Court further noted that the 1996 Aet

"fundamentally restructureld] loeal telephone markets" and that Congress "unquestionably" has

"taken the regulation of local telecommunications competition away from the States" (see p.

AJ).

B. '1'he State Members Appear to Agree that Intrastate Access Traffic Falls Within the

Scope of the Reciprocal Compensation Statute. The State Members acknowledge that Section

251 (b)(5) "obligates" LECs to "establish reciprocal compensation arrangements for the transport

and termination oftcleco111munieations" (p.143). Sprint assumes the State Members viould



agree that intrastate access service falls within the statutory term, "telecommunications" (see p.

A.4). Thus, as the FCC has already recognized, but for § 25 I(g) intrastate access services would

be subjeet to reciprocal compensation under § 251 (b)(5) (see p. A.5).

C. The FCC's § ?51(g) Authority. Sprint agrees with the State Members that the §

251 (g) exeeption to the reciprocal compensation statute was "intended to maintain the pre TA-96

sWlus quo regarding ... existing intercarrier compensation rates" (p. 143), relative to LEC

access services that existed in 1996. The State Members do not challenge the fact that Congress

in § 251 (g) explicitly gave to the FCC .. and not to the FCC for interstate aceess and the States

for intrastate access - the authority to determine when this access charge exception should end

(see Sprint Appendix A. pp. A.6-A.7). The State Members nonetheless contend that this FCC §

251 (g) authority "has expired" because the FCC has "failcd to cxercisc it for fifteen years," with

the result that "the Commission has allowed that authority to lapse" (p. 144).

Congress did state unequivoeally that the period of the § 251 (g) aceess charge exeeption

was to be "interim" only, I and the FCC has similarly recognized this exception was to be

"temporary" only (see Nl'RM~r 514). Obviously, the passage of 15 years is neither "interim" nor

"temporary." Sprint cannot, however, agree that as a result of the FCC's "failure to act" over the

past 15 years, this § 251 (g) authority somehow shiils to the States, so each State can then

determine whether and when eontinued use of above-cost intrastate access charges must end,

Congress enacted the 1996 Act, including § 251, to provide for "a pro-competitive, de-

regulatory naliona! polic)! fiamework to accelerate rapidly private sector deployment of

advanced tele~ommunieationsand information technologies and services to all Americans,,,2

See H.R. CONI'. RI'I'. No, 104-45R, 81 12, (JAn. ,I, 1996),

!d. at 1 and 113 (emphasis added).



Giving each State the authority to determine whether and when the access charge exception to

reciprocal compensation should end would not result in the "national policy framework" that

Congress wanted to establish.

D. The § 252 State Arbitration Process. The State Members contend that bill-and-keep

involves a rate prescription of zero and that as a result, an FCC order requiring use of bill-and-

keep would be "contrary" to the arbitration process set forth in § 252, where Congress

established a procedure whereby "State commissions, not the FCC, [arc] to arbitrate the rate" (p.

144). Sprint respectfully disagrees with this position I{)r several reasons.

First, the Supreme Court has affirmed the FCC's authority to adopt national rules

implementing §§ 251-252, including rules that States must follow in their § 252 arbitrations.'

'fhat Court has also spccifically aff1rmed FCC rules requiring usc of a "forward-looking" cost

methodology in setting reciprocal compensation rates." Thus, even if bill-and-keep is deemed to

be a rate prescription of zero (and it is not.. as discussed bclow), the FCC could still detcrmine, as

the Wireline Bureau has already f{lUnd, j that LECs no longer incur any "additional costs" in call

termination and that as a result, all LEC rates for reciprocal compcnsation must bc sct at zero.

Aftcr all, fcdcral courts have held that if a LEC incurs no additional costs in call termination,

"then there is nothing to pay" under thc Act6

See AT&Tv. Iowa Utilities Board, 525 U.S. 366 (1999).

See Verizon v. FCC, 535 U.S. 467 (2002).

See Sprint Comments, Appendix B at B.6, n.4l, citing Virginia Arbitration Cost Order, 18 FCC
Red 17722, 17877 1: 391, 17903-04 1r 463-65, 17911-13 1r11 484-89 (2003); Virginia Arbitration Cost
Compliance Order, 19 FCC Red 1259, 12691: 30 (2004).
(, Ace Telephone v. Koppendm)'er, 432 F.3d 876, 881 (8 '1> Cil'. 2005).



Moreover, as Sprint has earlier explained, bill-and-keep is not a rate, but is rather a

methodology for the mutual reeovery of termination costs that is different from the calling-

party's-nctwork-pays ("CPNP") methodology:

With bill-and-kcep, the terminating carrier, instead of recovering its
"additional costs" from its competitors, recovers any such costs from its own
end users (and where appropriate, universal service). Congress made clear in
its bill-and-keep savings clause that bill-and-keep is an arrangement that also
"afford Is] the mutual recovery of costs through the offsetting of reciprocal
obligations" (Comments, Appendix 13, pp. 13.6-13.7).

"I1~ as the Supreme Court has held, the Commission is empowered to adopt rules requiring use of

a CPNP reciprocal compensation methodology, it necessarily ft)llows that the Commission also

possesses the authority to require use of a different methodology, such as bill-and-keep" (iel., p.

13.7).

Finally, it bears noting that the arbitration authority Congress has delegated to State

commissions is limited to disputes between "an incumbent local exchange carrier" and another

"telecommunieations carrier or carriers." 47 U.S.e. § 252(a)(I). Thus, State commissions do

not possess the authority to arbitrate a dispute between two telecommunications carriers if

neither ofthcm is an incumbent LEe. Nor can State commissions arbitrate disputes between two

information service providers or betwecn an information service provider and a

telecommunications carrier. Thus, for example, ifVolP is deemed to be an information service,

State commissions would not possess the delegated authority to arbitrate interconnection

disputes involving VoIP providers.

E. The State Members Misconstrue § 251(d)(3). The State Members contend that the

FCC's modification or elimination of intrastate access charges would "violate subseetion

251(d)(3)" (p. 144). This statute is a savings clause that preserves State authority to "establish

access and interconnection obligations of loeal exchange carriers," but only to the extent that
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such obligations are "consistent with the requirements of this section" 251 and do "not

substantially prevent implementation of the requirements of this section and the purposes of this"

Act. According to the State Members, "None of [these § 251(d)(3)] exceptions apply to

intrastate access rates, and the Commission therefore cannot preempt those rates" (p. 144).

Sprint must respectfully disagree.

As discussed above, Congress in § 251 (g) has given the FCC exclusive authority to

determine when the access charge exemption should be removed so such tramc is instead subject

to reciprocal compensation. 'rhus, the FCC unquestionably possesses the statutory authority to

eliminate access charges, including intrastate access charges. Indeed, the FCC has already

exercised this § 251 (g) authority in explicitly prohibiting LECs from imposing access charges on

intraMT'A mobile-to-Iand trame. 7

The question under the § 251(d)(3) savings clause is rather whether, once the FCC

exercises its explicit § 25 I(g) authority, a State commission could then enter an order directing

LECs in the State to re-file their access charges - that is, effectively nullify the action that the

FCC has determined serves the public interest. Such a State commission decision would not fall

within the limited authority Congress gave to the States, because such a State order would

"substantially prevent implementation of the requirements" of § 251 "and the purposes of' the

ActS

As noted above, Congress has directed the FCC to establish a "national policy framework

to accelerate rapidly private sector deployment of advanced telecommunications and information

See Local Competition Order, 1I FCC Red 15499, 16016 (1i 1043) (1996). The FCC has not
established an explicit rule requiring the payment of access charges on interMTA traffic.
8 In addition, the State authority preserved in § 251 (d)(3) is limited to ohligations imposed on
"local exchange carriers" only. This statute does not permit PUCs to impose obligations on non-LECs
(e.g., require wireless carriers to pay LEC access charges when the FCC has determined there is no such
obligation in federal law).
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technologies and services." Any Statc action that attcmpts to undo stcps thc FCC has taken to

develop a national policy framcwork obviously would substantially prcvcnt implemcntation of

both § 251 and thc purposcs of thc Act·- and thus fall outside of the § 251 (d)(3) savings c1ause
9

F. The Statc Mcmbers Misconstrue § 332. The State Members finally contend that

"Subdivision 332(c)(3) gives the Commission authority only over 'rates charged' by commercial

mobile serviec providcrs" (p. 145). In fact, this statute docs not give the FCC any authority ovcr

wirelcss carricrs. Rather, in § 332(e)(3) Congress took away all State authority over thc "rates

charged by" wirclcss carricrs:

Notwithstanding sections 152(b) and 221(b) of this titlc, no State or local
governmcnt shall havc any authority to regulatc ... thc ratcs charged by any
commcrcialmobile service. lo

FCC authority over wircless carriers rathcr stcms fi·()}]] (a) § 2(a) ofthc Act, which gives

the FCC exclusivc authority ovcr all interstate and international services, and (b) the dccision by

Congrcss in the 1993 Budget Act to exempt wirelcss services liOln thc limitations that § 2(b)

historically imposcd on FCC authority over intrastate serviccs. 11 As Sprint has earlier explaincd,

See, e.g.. BellSolllh DSL Order. 20 FCC Red 6830 11 I (2005)(FCC preempts PUC orders and
rejects PUCs' § 251 (d)(3) defense because thcir orders requiring an IL.EC to provide DSL. service to
CL.ECs are "inconsistent with and substantially prevent the implementation of the Act and the
Commission's federal unbundling rules and polieies."); VerizOII v. Sirand. 367 F3d 577, 587 (61h Cir.
2004)(Court vacates a PUC order authorizing a L.EC file a State tariff that sets unilaterally the terms the
terms of § 25] (b)(5) traffic. In so ruling, the court rejected the PUC's § 251 (d)(3) defense because its
tariff order was "inconsistent with the negotiation and arbitration procedures oCthe Act."); Illinois Bell v.
Box, 548 F.3d 607, 611 (71h Cir. 2008)(Court rejects PUC's § 251(d)(3) defense beeause the obligations it
imposed under State law (provide certain UNEs that the FCC had determined need not be provided) are
"inconsistent with the requirements of seetion 25] and do prevent their implementation.").

47 U.s.c. § 332(e)(3)(A). This federal preemption over the rates eharged by wireless carriers
ineludes "any state regulation ofCMRS interconneetion rates." CMRS Inlerconneclion Obligalions, 9
FCC Red 5408, 5458-59 ~ ]43 (]994).

Sinee 1993, § 2(b) has provided: "Excepl as provided in . .. seclion 332 oj'lhis lille ... , nothing
in this ehaptcr shall be constructed to apply or to give the Commission jurisdiction with rcspect to ...
intrastate services" 47 U.s.c. § 152(b)(italics added).
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in the 1993 Act "Congress expanded FCC authority over wireless to include not only interstate

wireless traffie but also intrastate wireless traffle":

As a result, the FCC and the States now share regulatory authority over
intrastate wireless, while the FCC continues to possess exclusive authority
over interstate wireless services (Comments, Appendix A, p. A.8).

Congress gave the FCC plenary authority over wireless services so it "could establish a Federal

regulatory framework to govern the offering of all commereialmobile services" (id. p. A.8,

n.29).

In addition, § 332(c)(I)(B) gives the FCC explieit authority to "order a common carrier"

(which includes LECs) to interconnect with wireless carriers "pursuant to the provisions of

section 20 I." Section 20 I(a) authorizes the Commission to establish not only interconnection

with LECs, but also the "charges applicable" to such interconnection. As one federal appellate

court has held with regard to § 332(c)(1 )(13):

Absent agreement, wireless providers may petition the FCC for an order
requiring intereonneetion with another carrier; the carrier must then establish
just ancl reasonable charges. 12

Consequently, the Commission has explicit statutory authority to establish the "charges"

LECs impose on wireless carriers for call termination. And sinee 1993, when Congress

expanded FCC authority to include intrastate wireless services, this FCC authority includes the

jurisdiction to determine the rates that LECs may eharge for terminating intrastate calls that

originate on wireless networks.

Un;on Telephone v. Qwesi. 495 F.3d 1187, 1194 (10'" CI,.. 2007).
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